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THE PUBLIC SCHOOL CURRICULUM. *

BY THE HON. G. W. ROSS, \.P.P., MINISTER OF EDUCATION, ONTARIO.

W H EN appointed your President a
year ago I had no expectation

that I would, at the next meeting, be
so burdened with officiai cares as to be
almost practically debarred from de-
livering the annual message expected
from your chief officer. It is, however,
a source of considerable relief to be-
lieve that I can claim your indulgence,
inasmuch as the time which might
have been spent in preparing an ad-
dress has been devoted to the interests
of the profession in which you are so
earnestly engaged.

The most noticeaole feature in the
educational activity of the day is the
desire on the part of all civilized
nations to educate the whole people,
and everywhere the question is asked,
" In what way can we most widely
diffuse the benefits of a thorough ele-
mentary education?" With this end in
view improved methods of teaching
are carefully examiqed in the light of
modern experience. Even scientific

The President's addrest. delivered before the
Ontarit Proviucai Teacherx' Association, Aug. 12,

tests are applied to the operations of
the schoolroom, and by the aid of
psychology it is believed the science
of education will soon take its place
among the other sciences, with the
principles on which it is founded just
as well defined. But while it is the
province of the educator to study the
laws of mental development, and the
application of those principles by which
the best results can be secured, it is
the duty of the legisiator to consider
the various interests of the community
tor whose benefit those principles are
to be applied. Any system of educa-
tion that does not consider the social,
and perhaps the religious organization
of the people, their business life, their
material resources and their political
wants, is necessarily defective. Out ot
deference to the religious differences
of the people, our school systeni is
non-denominational. On any other
basis it could not exist as a national
system. It is the common property
of every member of the State. Not
that it is irreligious by any means ; for
it recognizes in the fullest degree the
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cosmopolitanism of Christianity with-
out those denominational limitations
by which, as society is constituted, its
different families are now designated.
Happily for us in Ontario, the unity of
our system in this respect has been
well sustained. Sim' ,rlv our social
organization has rende.ea us pesctic-
ally a homogeneous people. The dis-
tinctions which arise from the accumu-
lation of wealth i- the hands of the few,
or, worse still, the distinctions which
arise from what Tennyson calls "long
descent," from fortuitous preferment
and consequent assumption of superi-
ority, do not appreciably interfere with
the social equality of our people. It is
easy, then, for us to establish a system
which compromises no man's social
position. To the rich man it is no re-
oroach that his child sits on thd same
form with the child of his poorer neigh-
bour. Nor does the poor man boast,
that, in securing the education of his
children without cost, he has obtained
a socialistic victory over the ilch.
But when we come to consider a sys.
tem of education adapted to the busi-
ness life of a people, we are met with
difficulties of no ordinary nature.
What might suit a rural population,
might not be as well adapted to an
urban population, and so on through
ail the variations of trade and com-
merce.

In seeking the solution of this pro-
blem for ourselves there are certain
considerations at least common to al!
systems of education. () Education
is not knowledge but power. True,
this power is to be acquired partly
through knowledge, that is through
discipline which the acquisition of
knowledge gives, but after all the
real purpose of the educator is to gen-
erate power. The function of the fur-
nace, if I may use the word, is to gen-
erate the steam by which the engine is
driven, but the furnace is not the
power which drives the engine. It is
not necessarily what the pupils learn,

as hAi they learn, that determines the
value of any department of knowledge
as an educating force. The classics
may be as good a means of mental
discipline as the sciences-a passage
from Burke's Reflections as a problem
in commercial arithmetic- and yet
considering all the circumstances of
the learner, the latter may be far more
important from a practical standpoint
than the former. The question then
to be considered is, "How can weapply
the educational forces which the vari-
ous branches of knowledge contain, in
such a way as to generate the greatest
power and to secure the best resuits ?"
In other words can we frame a curri-
culum of studies which is educating,
and at the same time useful ? This is
the question discussed by Prof. Eliot
in his able address before the meinbers
of the Jrhns Hopkins University last
February. After giving due credit to
the classical course prescribed by ail
the continental universities, he asks, is
it not possible to find in the study of
English lite;ature as good an educating
force and at the same time many more
of those practical elements of culture
which would be available for every-
day life ? Let me quote the eulogium
which he pronounces on our much
neglected literature :-

"It cannot be doubted that English
literature is beyond all comparison the
amplest and most splendid literature
which the world has seen; and it is
er.ough to say of the English language
that it is the language of that literature.
Greek literature compares with Eng-
lish literature as Homer compares
with Shakespeare, that is, as infantile
with adult civilization. It may further
be said of the English language that it
is the native tongue of nations which
are pre-eminent in the world by force
of character, enterprise and wealth,
and whose politic'al and social institu-
tions have a higher moral interest and
greater promise than any which man-
kind has hitherto invented."
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From this he argues, and who will
say the contention is not a sound one,
that English literature should occupy
a higher place than it does in the lib-
eral education of the English speak.
ing peoples?

Let us now apply this principle of
utility to the formation of the curri-
culum for our Public Schools. And
first we would say-the useful should
supersede the ornamental, and, second-
ly, the pratical should supersede the
theoretical.

In discussing these two propositions
it must be borne in mind that in an
ordinary Public School the teachers'
time is divided among a great many
classes. The amount of attention
which he is capable of giving to each
subject is nThrei ylimited. T
average rural school contains from ten
to thirteen classe., at least. How im-
portant it is then that no part of the
teacher's time should be frittered away
in idle embellishment to the neglect
of the substantial and the necessary.
Lt :aiust be remembered that the school
term of the average scholar is very
short. Only 2 per cent. of our pupils
ever enter the fifth reader. It may
fairly be presumed that the majority
of the half million attending our Pub-
lic Schools leave before reaching tifteen
years of age. Are we doing them jus-
tice, or are we doing justice to those
who bear t;c burdens of taxation, if
we fail to consider this circumstance ?

Then what are the requisites of a
Public School curriculum ?

i. Every pupil should be taught to
read intelligently the literature of the
day-not merely to know the words
but to understand their meaning, and
to ive to each word its proper force
and vocal significance.

2. To write neatly and legibly, in
proper form, an ordinary business
letter.

3. To spell correctly, not, of course,
all the words in the dictionary, but at
least such words as are of common

use in commercial circles and in every
day Conversation.

4. To make such calculations in
arithmetic, rapidly and accurately, as
might be required in tne daily busines
of the merchant, the farmer, or the
artisan.

5. To lenow the history of his coun-
try minutely,- and suc. general his-
torical tacts as- may be said to have
exercised a wide influence in shaping
the destinies of other nations.

6. To have such a knowledge of
places as would localize his knowledge
of the history, climate, productions,
and races of other countries.

7. To be so trained in the art of
composition as to be able -o express

i clearly, either nn paper or crally, the
knowledge he possesses.

8. To be able to delineate pictori-
ally what cannot be as well expressed
in words.

Now it may be said that there is
nothing new in such a curriculum-
that it is now in force in all the Public
Schools of the Provinces. I admit
there is little that is new in outline.
There is much, I think, involved that
is new in detail.

For instance, while in every school
our pupils are taught to read, that is
to name a certain number of words in
the order in which they occur, how
few are taught to read with expression
and force. How few read with any
appreciation of the author's sentiments
-how few are able to express in their
own words the sense of the author.
Besides,the teacher utterly fails in doing
his work properly while teaching his
pupils how to read, if he fails to excite
in them a love for reading. And it is
here perhaps more than anywhere else
that we must look for national results
from Public School education. It is
not what the pupil gets in school that
makes the course valuable to him, it
is what it inspires. He may get here
and there a few scraps of knowledge
coupled wLh a somewhat rugged dis-
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cipline, all useful in their way, but if
to knowlege and discipline copid be
added the inspiration for further ac-
qu.sitions-if like the fhr»t shilling
carned hy Astor, which made him a
millionaire, bis school work could be
made the inclination to steady, plod-
ding effort for more information, then
and only then might wc say that the
tcacher has done his work well. To
teach a child how to read, as I have
indicated, is to give him the key not
only to all the treasures of science,
but to that literature described by
P>rof. Eliot as " The completest, most
various and most splendid the world
has ever seen."

But reading is not only the key to
literature, but also to history. By
what species of national depreciation
has it arisen that Canadian history is
virtually excluded from our public
schools ? We study the history of
Greece and Rome, of England and
France, and yet we have failed so far
to give a place even to the history of
Canada on our examintion papers.
Apart altogether from the duty we owe
to ourselves as a people, I think the
study of history should occupy a higher
place than it does in the school curri-
culum. Prof. Eliot says :-

" If any study is liberal and liberal-
izing, it is the modern study of history
-the study of the passions, opinions,
beliefs, arts, laws, and institutions of
different races or communities, and of
joys, sufferings, conflicts, and achieve-
ments cf mankind. Philology and
polite literature arrogate the title of
the "humanities;" but what study
can so justly claim that honourable
title as the study which deals with
the actual experience on this earth of
social or progressive man? What kind
of knowledge can be so useful to a
legislator, administrator, publicist,
philanthropist, or philosopher as a
-well-ordered knowledge of history.
If the humanity or liberality of a study
depends upon its power to enlarge

the intellectual and moral interests o:
the student, quicken his sympathies,
impel him to the side of truth and
virtue, and make him loathe falsehood
and vice, no study can be more
humane or liberal than history.
These being the just claims of history
in general, the history of the com-
munity and nation to which we
belong has a still more pressing claim
upon our attention. That study shows
the young the springs of public
honour and dishonour; sets before
them the national feelings, weak-
nessess, and sins ; warns them against
future dangers by exhibiting the
losses and sufferings of the past ; en-
shrines in their hearts the national
heroes; and strengthens in thein the
precious love of country."

But it is not what this curriculum
would include as much as what,
rationally carried out, it would elimi-
nate, I wish to consider. For in-
stance in the study of arithmetic how
much pain would be spared the pupil,
and how much useless anxiety the
teacher, if only what is useful were
taught. Of what use are alligation,
circulating decimals, single and double
position, and "duodecimals" to the
ordinary citizen? It mày be said
that mental discipline is got in this
way. So it may be got by a Chinese
puzzle, but should Chinese puzzles
be put upon the programme. Give
your pupils discipline in doing a
greater amount of work if you like,
but let it be work that is of practical
value. The man wlo trained his son
to work by compelling him to wheel
stones from one part of the garden to
another would have acted much more
wisely if he had ordered him to pluek
up the weeds and otherwise im-
prove the surroundings. As Swett,
in the Pennsylvania .Sch Journal,
says :-

"A teacher who keeps young pupils
at work, term after term, upon com-
plex or puzzling problems in mental
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arithmetic, repeating long-drawn-out
formulas in logical analysis, including
statement, solution, and conclusion,
before they have acquired readiness
and accuracy in addition and multipli-
cation, is only making them wheel
qtoncs. A country teacher who neg-
lects ' the four rules' and 'the
tables' in order to train big boys
upon a Normal School analytical
demonstration of the reason for in-
verting the divisor in divisions of
fractions is wheeling stones; and if,
added to this, he requines alligatio.,,
exchange, and progression, he is
wheeling glacial boulders."

Now, all this superfluons, and in
many cases useless, mental drudgery
shoild cease, and ' . energies of
teachers be directed to the task of
imparting such acknowledge of num-
bers as would be of service in ordinary
business pursuits.

In the same way the study of
geography should be reformed. We
cannot, of course, dispense with a
good general knowledge of the world
-the resources, climate, and pro-
ductions of different countries, the
important rivers, mountains, physical
feature.-, etc., but then why be so micro-
scopic in our map geography ? Who
cares about the names of every little
hanlet in France, every cape on the
coast of China, or every island on
the Mediterranean ? Why burden the
memory with bald names, which in
a few weeks it repudiates, and which,
if retained, would add but little to
the mental equipment of the scholar ?
Why not be rational, and give the
pupil in conjunction with the narne
of the place such facts of an historical
or topographical character as furnish
the only reasons why the name should
be reme.mbered ? We certainly re-
quire to teach fewer names of places
and more of the facts from which the
places derive their importance.

Another consideration interwoven
throughout this curriculum of essen-

tials or rather forming its substratum,
should be th,- constant effort to
quicken the mental activities of the
pupil. to train him in habits of obser-
vation, to rouse his curiosity, to
strengthen his judgment, and to
cultivate his taste. Having once
entered thc vestibule of the great
temple of learning he should have
such an attractive view of its vast
interior presented to him that he
would gladly seize every oppor-
tunity to proceed farther and, if for-
tune failed to favour him with the
adventitious aid of an advanced
teacher, he vould, by his own unaided
powers, explore every recess, and
worship at every shrine which a
refined intelligence had erected for
the devotees of literature, science,
and art. The next consideration in
forming a Public School curriculum
is simplicity. No greater mistake
can be committed th.n to attempt
too much. We must admit the
child's power of absorption and as-
similation is limited. The moment
we exceed the range of that power all
labour is wasted. Besides, the object
of the Public School is not to teach
many things, but to give the power
and desire to learn many things.
The first principles of a science
raay be easy and simple enough
to an adult, but to a child thev
may be meaningless. Would it
not be better then to exercise his
powers within their natural range,
than to perplex him with definitions,
which to him are bur a mere jargon
of words? There is ample room
within the area of essential subjects
for the effort of which the child is sus-
ceptible, and to attempt more is to
vitiate all. Let it not be supposed.
however, that I object to such oral
lessons in botany, natural history,
and kindred subjects as appeal
objectively to the child's mind. On
the contrary, I value such lessons
very high!y. The boy learns Largely
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from the world of nature around h.m.
ro aid him in his investigations, to
stimulate his desire for more informa'-
tion, or to classify and systematizc
his knowledgc would certainly bc of
great advantagc to him. What I
protest against is text-book science,
or technical science for the school-
room-a course of science entirely
unscientific in its mode of presenta-
tion and utterly valucless as an educa-
tional force.

And this leads me to the next
point-the Public School's curri-
culum should bc progressive. It should
kecp pace stcp by step with the in-
creasing capacityof the pupil. Noth-
ing is more irksome than to pore
over lessons aiready mastered. Fach
day's work should be a new discovery,
each lesson should bc a fresh tablqaux.
Just as fast as his powers dcvelop
so should heavier demands bc made
upon his encrgces. And h-rc I
might say that no absolute rule can
be laid down as to the exact age at
which certain studies should bc
undertaken. The judicious teacher
must decide according to the capacity
of each pupil, and no curriculum
however wisely framed can render
him much assistance. But progres-
siveness involves another idea. The
Public School is part of a system,
which so far as it goes, ought to be
complete in itself, but shot'1 d also
lead up to the next step in the great
stairway of learning. Immediately
above it is the High School, where
work of a higher grade is donc. And
although we must not forget that we
promote a greater number into active
life than we do into the High School,
still if the continuity of the system
is to be preserved this step must not
bc overlooked. Truc, the pupil on
this higher plane labours, perhaps,

with a afferent objcct in view, but
even therc we should not lose sight
of these practiral subjects which,
when rightly considered, arc the
most valuable educating forces that
can bc employed.

I.astly, a Public School kcurriculuni
necessarily includes the agency of a
loving, thinking, inte!ligent teacher.
Nowhcre is the law of Biogenesis more
fully vindicatcd than in the school.
room. Omnr virum ex rir'va-no life
without antecedent life. We may
trame a curriculum as perfect in its
:nechanism as one of Wt's chron-
omcters-wc may equip our school.
rooms till there is nothing more to
bc desired-we may lay down rules
which for their wisdom would bc
commended by a Solomon, but if we
cannot place in the school-house a
teacher properly endowcd the resutts
will bc disappointing. Vhcther the
curriculum is simple or complex, pro-
gressive or retrogressive, unless the
teacher understands his work, it is ail
the same. From him and through him
must first come that life germ which
is to bc the beginning of a new cre.i-
tion for the child. By him doubts
are to bc dispelled, difficulties
removed, and the mental sky so
illuminated that the world around
the pupil can be read as in the light
of day. Is there a beauty in litera-
ture ? then he points it out. Are
there sermons in stones ? he preachcs
them. Books in the running brooks?
he reads them. Whatever of good-
ness and purity and inspiration there
is in life, he imparts. Vitalizing
with his own intellectual fervour every
mind, he rouses dormant energ;es,
en-ourages honest efforts, and stimu-
lates into activity, forces which leave
their impress upon society, when he
has passed away.
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SOME FAILACIFS CONCERNING F. UCATION.*

RV 1 H E VERY RiEV. PRINCI'A1, .R ANT, D.1 , QUEEN'S UNIV.VSITV, K1N;STON.

I PROPOSE not so much to lecture,
as to give an informal talk on

this subject. Fallacies with regard
to education arc so numerous that
[ might speak till midnight without
exhausting such a subject ; and, there-
iore, I have only undertaken to touch
upon some fallacies, so that I may
conclude when it looks as if I had
exhausted you. I propose also to
confine my remarks to fallacies-less
or more widely entertained, instead
of indicating ail my opinions on edu-
cational matters. For instance, it
seems to me des.rable to separate
education from party politics, and
therefore that, in the present conditin
of things in Ontario, it would be
expedient to have a non-political
superintendent at the head of the
department rather than a politician
with whom party interests must neces-
sarily be supreme. In order to com-
bine direct responsibility with the
advantages of long tenure of office
and a thorough mastery of the sub-
ject such as it is impossible for the
ordinary politician to have or to
acquire, I would suggest that the
Superintendent have a seat in the
Legislature with the right to speak,
though not to vote, on educational
matters and measures. The House
would thus have all the knowledge
required, and the Superintendent
would be responsible to the House as
a whole. But, I shall only state and
not argue this opinion, as there will
be no opportunity of discussing it on
this occasion.

Suffer another prefatory remark.

•an adr.. duliv.. b.rore the Ontario Pro-
vincial T.cher' Auocuiai, August, £884.

The fallacies to whik.1 I intend to
refer arc not peculiar to Canada,
though, to judge by rur practice, they
arc entertained hy a god many
Canadians as well as b> the people
of other cotintries. I shail speak
frankly, because addresscs delivered
here should have a practical heading.
Their ain. %hould be to give us more
light, and to emancipate us from the
domination of theories and of conceit.
The theory-ridden mind is almost
debatred from progress. Atid, while
on the one hand, it is well that we
should be proud of our country, and
ready to stand up for it,especially when
abroad, be sure of this on the other
hand that wc shall never make pro-
gress so long as we entertain the de-
lusion that we are models to the
world. Several concurring causes have
fostered this notion to a perfectly
ridiculous extent in some parochia;
minds. At foreign exhibitions, medals
have been gained and honourable
mention has been made of the Prov-
ince, because of models of Public
School building and of apparatus that
have been exhibited. This has led
some of our people to fancy that the
wholeworld is looking with admiration
on our system. Those of us who
kn>w what the actual condition of
things is, as regards our schools, know
well enough that the real buildings
and apparatu, are as our neighbours
would say, "hardly up to sample."
Intelligent strangers sometimes visit
us, and after they have studied the
country and our institutions for a
whole day-are interviewed by intel-
ligent reporters. The strangers de-
sire to be civil, they say nothing about
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Mur dcfccts or wrak points and cvcry
Onplenicntar% epresio they d:iop

is :agerlv caiight at ini arclctei as
gos)cl. Soen t(ana<hans have thus
artually cuonc to beheve that England
and St otlinl arc roipllarc( with us-
.,r bchîid euratio9nally. Wh y, Scot-
)and has had for three ccnturics what
i% on the whole a icbtter. more clastic
and niore e-onomical sc hool s%trn
than ours. %here.s, ihough common
schoc)ls % cre ngice tcd i ngland,
till this gcncration wc have nohing
that can tou< h thcr intermedliatc and
college and unlivcritv institutions.

i. How shall we deterimine whether
a current notion on education is or is
not a fallacy, or whether a common
practice is based c-n a fallacy ? We
must in the first place have a clear
conception of what is the great end
and object of education. What is
the objc ? To awaken, guide, dis-
cipline, strengthen and mal:c clastic
the mental powers, so that these shall
be at their best, and in a position,
and fitted to do ail that thcy :re
naturally adapted to, whenever the
learnergocs out fron school or college
to face the world, and do the work
that may be given him to do. Of
course, education may be taken in a
wider sense ; and then its object may
be said to develop everytbing that is
in man to al] its rightful issues, or in
a word the formation oi character.
But while the mental training must
be such that it will not injure the
physical, emotional, asthetical, moral
r: spiritual sides of our nature, but
rat.er exert at least reflex and indirect
beneficial intfuences on thern al], the
work of school, academy and college,
is directly with mind as.an organ for
acquiring truth. And, the great ob-
ject of education is to put that organ
in the best possible state to assimilate
and utilize truth ; to assimilate ail the
food, in the shape of facts and
thoughts-the highest kind of facts-
with which it may come in contact.

The better it can mcthixlre, the
more it can asumilate. The more it
assiilatc, the more Is(ful andi
.. wcrful wiIN the man be. It îs

therCorC c car that no education at
aIl wouid he betici that n an cd tiaitî n
thiat arts injurously on the native
vigour and clasticity of the itcllct

nc ihat a true educationai l s-str
shoild aim at sending out our youth
into the wor)d with mnds cager.
strong and flexible.

In the lght of this position, we can
sec a whole crop of fallacies that arc
less or more widely prcvalent.

l. It is a fallac to aim at absolute
uniformityover a whole country. True,
there is a gener;ý similarity of mind
not only in ail men, but in men and
womcn alke, but we are not made like
bricks in a brickyard. Fair play
should be given 'o the various types
of mind in a country. Room should
be left for the free play of national
varictics. Thesc varieties may be
occasioned by differences of race,
scenery, modes of life, the industries
peculiar to districts, and the general
environment. But, we have a craze
for uniformity, for that excessive
simplification ï the reduction of ail
things to unity of form against Ahich
Bacon has warned us, in his enussmtr-
ation of the "I Tdols " of the mird.
Connected with this is the craze for
centralization, or what is called in
England b:- the expressive name of
" Red-tape." Ciilians favourally
situated become affected hv this
craze, but it especially dominates the
military mind. The military man of
thc bureau believes that the country
could be saved, if the whole popul-
lation were regimented, not otherwise.
Hence it is that our militaîy system
always breaks just when it is attempted
to put it in practice. When the
-ountry calls for it, then it is not
there. This fallacy that absolute uni-
formity is requisite demands enormous
amounts of tabulating, and of gather-
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ing statistics of all kinds, to contain
which vauîlts as big as graveyards,
will yet have to ic bilt, vaults that
no human nemg w:ll cver - ,lre.

l'he idca at the base of this fallacy
is that a thing is not donc at al. un.
less somcodv in a ccntrail cliariment
has seen on 1fiial foolsrap that it
has% bcen donc. and donc ton in the
presenhed way andt mcasure. It
incans faith in machincry. a thorough
<hslike of natural dIcvclopmcnt, and a
dhstrust on the sidc of the dcpartmcnt
of people at a distafnce, though thesc
pcople arc the very ones most inter-
estei in having the work done and
donc well. I)cpend upon it, any knd
oif rigid uiniformity is had, and uni-
formity of badlnrss Is the abomination
of desolation.

z. It also follows that it must be a
fallacy toi over-stinulate the voung
mind. Startling results may be pro-
duced hy over-stinu:lation, but there
is no surer way of exhausting material,
mental or moral soil. What hecomes
of our infant prodigies, of the in-
numerable admirable Crichtons of
every institution. of the countless
medallists, double-firsts and senior
wranglers? "The hope of the country
is in its stupid boys," simply because
thcy have not been unduly forced.
We know that in every properly
wvritten Sunday School book, the
model or rather the goody-goody
children die in their infancy. And
so they sh:ould. And it is an old pro-
vertb, that " whom the gods love die
young." They die often because the
young, tender, delicate, unstable,
imaginative brain has been over-
stimulated. Hlence the evil of early
competitive examination!, of frequent
promotion examinations, espccially
where the promotion of the teacher
depends cn the results. Poor man I
he must live, though the children die.
Hence the evil of payment by results.
In a word we can sec the evil of all
written examinations for young chil-

drern, and of cvcry knd ot forcing 1.ro-
ress by whn h infants are prcsscd,
uished, or roaxcd to over and pren

attire cxcrtion. Their mmd'q are left
in a witherrd, wilted. exhaustcd state.

3. WC can also sec that it must bc
a fallacy to ovcrload the iiiid. This
is donc b- the (rnm Systcm. Mir.
Iowe, whcn adrnminstcrng the Fnglhsh
Prnvy Councîl grant, dcincd cran
as " what I know and vout don't know.
Mr. I.owc had a turn for cpigram,
but he knew wcil that hc was not de-
finng cram. The wo 'i has a prc-
fectly uefnite mcaning. It nicans
the same mentally that over-cating
mcanspbhvsically. ('ramnu conscqucntly
lcaves the mental powers n a con-
gestcd statc, pcrmanently weakencd
as regards their assimilatng capacity.
When the lad gocs to co!lcgc. his onc
anxicty us to get through with as little
intellectual effort as possible. le
tclls over what examinations he has
passcd, and aslks anxiously if he is
not to gct credit for every one. And
he Icaves college, not possessed of
mental flexibility and activity, but in a
condition of incrtia, perhaps able to
read nothing more trying than the daily
newspiaper. He has been gorgcd
over and over again to pass examin-
ations and when these are ovcr he
disgorges, and in the end he gocs off
into mental sleep, sc profound that it
is equivalent to dcath.

4. Evidently, it if also a fallacy to
dissipate the mind among so many
studies that it has never been able to
learn practically the right methods of
mastering any subject. Here. the
motto ought to be, " Multum non
mu//a." In drawing up a curriculum
of study, the rule often secmns to be
thateverysubject must be put onit that
is admitted to be important. As a
consequence, we get in our schools the
three R's badly donc, and a whole host
of ologies not done at all. Perhaps
one man in atùthority 'tas a fad about
arithmetic, and he r-ns it ·o death.
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Every boy and girl must go through
that terrible mill of arithmetical quib-
bles and puzzles. And yet who can
deny that arithmetic is necessary?
Another makes the discovery that
grammar is necessary, and analysis
with all its abominations is forced on
the poor little infants. Another
authority comes along and points out
that no one can be said to be edu-
cated who does not know botany.
What I let a child go through the
fields without knowing botany. And so
he must learn lists of long Latin words
infinitely more burdensome than the
old Latin doggerel in which rules were
committed to memory. Another has
a fad about physiology, and down it
goes on the list. Another adds music,
for should not every one be able to
sing ? Another is sure that gvery
one is a born artist, and, therefore,
should be taught drawing. And so
it goes on year after year, one fad
added to another, and the whole
weight of ail those subjects is pressed
down on the poor little shrinking
brains, that after the usual grinding
are turned out unable to read and
especially unable to spell.

Evidently a clear determination is
required as to what should be the
subjects of study. As the great
majority of children must leave school
early, the chief thing is to teach them
to read well, to read distinctly, easily,
naturally, intelligently. You sneer at
this as little. How many can do it?
You have given them, if you do this,
the key that unlocks ail the store-
houses of knowledge, and if you have
taught them aright, they will delight
.n reading, and reading will be simply
thinking aloud. It is as great a
pleasure, too, to hear good reading
as to hear good speaking. For the
scholars who are to continue thei:
studies, attend to two fundamental
principles ;-(a) Choose what univer-
sal experience has proved to be the
subjects that are of the highest gym-

nastic value, (b) draw up optional
courses, and have, therefore, different
types of intermediate schools and
also of colleges in the country. Look
at the system in Germany. Besides
normal, agricultural, mining, com-
mercial and art institutes, they have
three great classes of Intermediate or
High Schools;-the gymnasia with a
course the foundation of which was
Latin, Greek and Mathematics, and
where classical training was carried
farther than in any of our collegiate
institutes ; the realschuen, where
modern languages were substituted
for Greek, and which taught more
mathematics and also elementary sci-
ence ; and the technical or industrial
schools which did not, like the other
two, lead to the universities, in which
Latin as well as Greek was dropped,
and training in the mechanic arts,
substituted. Now, after a sufficient
experience of the results of the
gymnasia and the realschulen, you
know that the professors of Berlin
University, the greatest in Germany,
including professors in physical sci-
ence of every kind and description, in
natural history, philology, literature
and history, have unanimously testi-
fied in favour of the gymnasia, even
for those students who intend to de-
vote themselves to the study of
physical science. You may say that
their judgment does not settle the
question. It does not. But, let me
ask, has any other tribuna. of equal
competency pronounced judgment ?

It follows from this that the notion
that science should be taught in ail
our High Schools is a mistake. It is
also a mistake to suppose that train-
ing in mathematics is as good as train-
ing in literature. Training in litera-
ture is best for those who can go
farther than the common school,
and for those who cannot. I do
not therefore mean that grammar,
or still less analysis, should be taught
in the common school. Analysis
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is dry, tasteless, meaningless and
useless. As a rule, it is done
mechanically. It is based on a
faise idea. The sentence is a unit,
the expression of a thought. Tear it
in pieces, the thought disappears, and
you have before you abstract expres-
sions, called subject, predicate, copula,
along with a great many other expres-
sions recently added, each one of
which makes the whole business more
and more cumbrous and dry-as-dust.
Ail this dissection nay be undertaken
by students with some little profit, in
a leisure hour at High School or
College.

Literature, I say, gives the highest
kind of mental training, because it
brings the mind of the learner into
contact with the thoughts of the best
minds. Language expresses thought,
and literary studies, therefore, always
tend to make us familiar with thought.
Besides, language stimulates thought.
Vords and thought act and react.

So it is that the mind that has been
trained to appreciate words is fit for
anything. It has been dealing not
with words, but with things, and has
been taught to weigh, discriminate
and value them. Then, you get a
higher training when you learn another
language. " He who knows only one
language knows none." And the
more perfect in form the new language
is, the more it exhibits the intellectual
life of a vigorous race and the loftiest
minds, the more it has influenced the
growth of our own literature, the
higher its educational value. Hence,
I believe that the old training, with
ail its grievous defects of verse-manu-
facture and gerund-grinding, gave
more flexible and powerful minds
than we are now getting from the
elaborate spoon-meat system that is
in favour now, but the knell of which
is I think beginning to sound.

Il. We must have a clear concep-
tion not only of the object of edu-
cation, but of the best means of

attaining the object. The means
used, sometimes in a halting and in-
consistent fashion, is the bringing of
unawakened plastic minds into con-
tact with awakened and trained minds.
This is a roundabout way of say-
ing that the best method is to
put scholars in the hands of a
teacher, and to encourage him to
use the old viva voce ways. It
follows from this that the better
the teacher the better the school, the
better tne teacher the better the
institute, the better the teacher the
better the college or university. Here
then the great questions are how shall
we get, how shall we prepare, how
shall we retain the best teachers, how
shall we get the most out of them
when teaching, and how shall we best
smooth the way so that every promis-
ing child in the country may have an
opportunity of coming in contact
with the best teachers in the country ?
In connection with each of these
questions there are popular fallacies.

How shall we get the best teachers
and get most out of them ? Only by
paying them well, it is sometimes
said. I decline to accept that answer.
Man does not live by bread alone.
The best way is not to appeal to
ignoble or semi-ignoble motives. The
case of the Scottish Parish School-
masters, who had miserably small
salaries for centuries ; the case of the
German Professors, many of whom
have the merest pittances; the case
of the clergy whose stipends are
honoraria rather than salaries prove
that the true way is to make the pro-
fession thoroughly honourable. How
shallwe do that? Follow the analogies
of other professions.

Are you likely to induce the best
men to enter and to stay in the pro-
fession if you hire them by the year ?
Are you likely to get the best work
out of them by not trusting them ;
by leaving nothing to their initiative;
by repressing their individuality; by
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putting official straight-jackets on
them, and even when they have be-
cone habituated to these, subjecting
then to new torture by changes in
the pattern that induce new sore
spots ; or, by treating with contempt
the experience they have gained in
special spheres ? Everything should
be done to inspire scholars and par-
ents with respect for the teacher. In
my youthful days, boys had too much
care for their physical comfort to com-
plain to parents of their teachers.
The only result was a sound flogging.
The teacher should be in a position
to preserve his own self-respect. He
is not always in that position in our
day.

Take illustrations from the two
ends of the scale ot two of the fallacies
to which I have referred. First, note
how completely experience is despised
in our treatment of third-class'teachers.
Is there any analogy to it in any other
profession ? Why let him into the
profession at all if he is unfit to teach ?
Why turn him out when he has had
three years experience and is there-
fore better than he was? Why act
so, when his place has to be taken by
another tyro, who in his turn is ex-
communicated unless he passes a
more difficult examination? It is
said that those teachers may get per-
mits. That just means that the rope
is round their necks, that it may be
tightened at any moment, and that
their pupils and the boards are
acquaintedwith the fact. An effectual
way certainly of inducing respect for
the teacher ! Secondly, why is it a
statute that professors in the State
institution may not examine their own
students for degrees? Are they not
to be trusted ? Then, why are they
trusted to teach ? May not the out-
side examiners be also distrusted ?
Should we not have examiners to
examine the examiners, and so on
to an infinite series ? Besides, who
can examine so well as the man who

knows the students? If you wish by
examination to find out the student's
ignorance, the system of outside ex.
aminers is good. If it is desired to find
out what he really knows the system
is bad. Either the Scottish or Eng-
lish University system is good. ln
Scotland, the professor has outside
examiners associated with him, but
he generally sets the questions and
has most to do with the whole examin-
ation. In Oxford and Cambridge,
the examiners are selected by the
university senate from the colleges,
and consist thus of the men who have
taught the students. Toronto follows
the London University plan, which is
now considered obsolete by the most
competent authorities.

I have asked how should we man-
age so that the poorest child in any
part of the country shall be enabled,
if he has brains, to come in contact
with the best teachers in the country?
Does not our system accomplish that?
No, it does not, greatly to the injury
of teachers and scholars. With us a
boy, if he desires to get a college
training, cannot get the preparatory
training in the public or parish school.
He can in Scotland. The number of
parishes there in which there is not a
school where boys can be fairly pre-
pared for college is small. Here the
boy must go to a High School. But,
that is out of the question for thou-
sands. It is as expensive to board
five miles from home as five hundred.
When he is big enough to go to
college, he can earn something. But,
what can a boy earn ? Besides,
those who can afford to go to the
High School cannot afford to stay
long. They thus get a smattering,
and are miserably prepared for college.
Mr. Mundella, in a recent speech in
Manchester, pointed out that, on the
contrary, in the poorest schools in
Scotland, the right is claimed to teach
Latin, Greek and Mathematics, and
that hundreds go up annually from
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these schools to the universities ; and
that consequently Scotland gets a
great deal more from the Education
Grant than England, every Scotch
child drawing two ihillings extra.
" It is to that fact," he says, " 'hat
Scotland owes her pre-eminence, and
which has enabled Scotsmen with the
smallest resources and the poorest
land in the United Kingdom, to be-
come the richest and most powerful
people in proportion to numbers in
the United Kingdom." All this dates
from John Knox, the greatest states-
men Scotland has ever produced, and
who laid down that the country re-
quired "a school in every parish, a
grammar school in every burgh, and
a university in every principal city."
His system included also religious
teaching, local and unpaid inspection
rather than centralization, and security
of tenure for the teacher. It was
economical, elastic and comprehen-
sive. Our rigid system prevents
thousands of clever 1.ays from getting
to college. This is bad for lie boys.
It is bad for the teacher too. No
encouragement is given him to lift
his thoughts above elementary work.
He is forbidden to lift thought or eye
above drudgery. If he has scholars
that would do him credit, the rich are
sent away from him, those who have
a little money go to the High School
for a few months, and the poor he is for-
bidden to teach. The Public School
teacher may never see the best fruit
of his labour, nor er.t from the orchard
he has set out.

Now, is this rigid system the way
to make capable men or martinets ?
Is all this checking, snubbing, dis-
missing, harassing, excommunicating,
the way to develop enthusiasm in
teachers ? And, insult may be added
to injury. After everything bas been
done to cramp and stifle and disgust
him, parent or inspector may solemnly
assure him that the one thing needful
in a teacher is enthusiasm. No won-

der that he then internally thanks
God that he has enough life left in him
to consider how soon and how best
he may get out of the profession.

Fallacies, too, bristle about the
question of how best to prepare
teachers for their work. What is the
rational method? Let them bebrought
under the influence and methods of
the best professors in the country ;
after that, a study of one or two good
Normal School manuals, experience,
and common sense must do the rest.
I have no faith in short-cuts, or snips
of teaching on philosophy or pedagogy
though a thorough university course
on philosophy is better than almost
anything else. Ontario is very like
Scotland, and therefore the following
testimony from one of Her Majesty's
Inspectors of Public Schools in Scot-
land, himself not a graduate, may be
suggestive. " In our Public Schoois,
the ratio of university trained teachers
is steadily rising. It is aheady almost
hopeless for a non-university man to
aspire to the mastership of a school
where the salary exceeds £1oo, and
graduates of fair standing are willing
to enter the profession for less."
This does not mean that we can do
without Normal Schools any more than
the fact that boys ought to be allowed
to prepare for college in the Public
Schools, means that we can do with-
out High Schools or Collegiate Insti-
tutes.

Fellows of the teaching craft, for
so I may speak, seeing that it is now
more than thirty years since I began
to teach, and that since that time I
have taught in Public Schools, Pri-
vate Schools, Sunday Schools, High
Schools, and that I am now teaching
and examining in a university, I have
spoken these words -to you out of
truest sympathy. We have glorious
work. What material and what work
like ours ! Not on dill soil or dull
marble, not on canvass or dead metals
have we to spend our time, but on
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minds made, as we are told on the
first page of Holy Writ, "in the image
of God." And, our special material
in this Province is of the best quality.
No better raw material anywhere.
The grandeur of the work. should
make us great.

So, notwithstanding difficulties and
discouragements, let us work on, not
without hope. I have looked to-night
at one side only. Had thesubject been
our special encouragement, it could
properly have been very different.

We have encouragements and advant-
ages far beyond what our fathers
enjoyed. Remember that every pro-
fession has its difficulties, known only
to those who are inside. Remember
that no duty done ever fails of secur-
ing its reward. Your rewards shail
be according to your devotion and
service, that is, according to your
faith. God bless you ! The future
of the country depends on you per-
haps more !han on any class in the
commùnity.

THE ONTARIO SCHOOL SUPERANNUATION FUND.*

BY JOHN CAMPBELL, HEAD 14ASTER OF JOHN STREET SCHOOL, TORONTO.

IN undertaking to open the discus-
sion on a subject so important

as thatuf the Teachers'Superannuation
Fund-a subject affecting not only
the well-being of the teachers them-
selves, but likewise the best interests
of the Province at large, I could
wish it had fallen to the lot of some
one more competent to deal, at this
stage, with so interesting a question.
I presume that few, if any, will ques-
tion the expediency, at the present
juncture, of reviewing this subject,
and of presenting its more salient
points, however inadequately. This
becomes all the more imperative, be-
cause, of late, a disposition has been
unexpectedly evinced in certain influ-
ential quarters to %vthhold the sup-
port hitherto given this fund on the
mistaken ground that the legislative
appropriation in support thereof is
excessive, considering the resources
of the Province, and that for this, and
other reasons equally untenable, the
fund should .be abolished. Such a

* Address delivered bsfore the Ontario Provincial
Convenuon of Public School Teachers, August r3th,
1884.

movement, -if successful, must serious-
ly-impair the efficiency of our Public
Schools.

Let a retrospective glance carry us
back just thirty years. In 1854 the
Legislature inaugurated a benevolent
scheme for the formation of a fund
out of which to pension off the worn-
out members of the teaching profes-
sion. It provided that teachers should
contribute four doliars per annum to
a superannuation fund, the legislative
body to supplement such contribu-
tions by a liberal annual grant. The
Legislature performed its part gener-
ously, but the teachers, except in a
few cases, failed to do theirs. This,
the teachers themselves seemed to
have felt, for in 1869 they suggested
to the Legislature that each person,
on entering the profession of teaching,
should pay a fee of $io into the
Superannuated Teachers' Fund for his
certificate. It may be remarked, in
passing, that in the State of Illinois,
the fee for a certificate of qualification
is $5. The Chief Superintendent of
Education, speaking of this proposa],
states : " In the draft of the Bill, as
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submitted by me to the Government
in 1869, I modifled this proposal and
provided that no certificate of qualifi-
cation should be valid any longer than
the holder thereof should pay $4 per
annum into the fund for the support
of superannuated or worn-out teachers,
as provided by law." This proviso
embodied an equitable principle of
the English Civil Service Acts, and
was designed to do much to provide
permanency in, and elevate, the
teachers' profession, while the salaries
of teachers in their agreements with
trustees, would, no doubt, in most
cases, be augmented in proportion.
During the passage of the Bill through
the House, this section of the Act was
again modified a3 follows: " Each
male teacher of a public school hold-
ing a certificate of qualification under
the School Acts of this Province shall,
and each female teacher may, pay
into the fund for the support of super-
annuated school teachers, the sum of
$4, .nnually, and each Inspector of
Schools is hereby authorized and re-
quired to deduct one-half of such sum
semi-annually from any payments
made by him to any male teacher
under his jurisdiction, and transmit
the same to the Education Depart-
ment. Provided always that any
teacher retiring from the profession
shall be entitled to receive back from
the Chief Superintendent one-half of
any sums thus paid in by him to the
Fund, and povided further that on
the decease of any teacher, his wife or
other legal representative shall be en-
titled to receive back the full amount
paid in by such teacher, with interest
at the rate of seven per cent. per
annum." " Under the new Act, ad-
ditional provision is thus made which
will more than double the Fund for
the assistance of disabled or worn-out
teachers of public schools. The
Bishop of Manchester, in his report on
the Schools of Ontario, after giving
the facts, speaks of the Fund as fol-

lows: 'The whole plan does credit
both to the wisdom and liberality of
its framers.'"

Among the clergy of different re-
ligious persuasions, funds are estab-
lished by subscriptions for their relief
or partial support in old age. In the
Wesleyan body, for example, every
one of the ministers is required to pay
$1o per annum towards the support
of superannuated ministers and their
widows-a regulation which has been
in force for more than a quarter of a
century. In the report of the com-
mittee on thé Aged and Infirm Minis-
ters' Fund in connection with the
Canada Presbyterian Church for 1882,
I flnd that each minister pays at the
rate of fifty cents on every $1oo of
stipend received, and twenty-nine
ministers of this church receive an
annual amount of $220 each from this
fund. It also appears that the con-
tributions fron congregations, be-
quests and donations amount to more
than eighty per cent. of the whole
source or revenue toward the fund in
this body. If it is necess-ry for the
clergy, who receive nearly double the
average salary drawn by the public
school teachers of this Province, to
make provision for worn-out and
infirm ministers in those bodies, it is
much more the duty of teachers to
provide for the support of the worn-
out of their own profession. If con-
gregations who pay their clergy much
more liberal salaries than teachers
receive, regard it as a sacred obliga-
tion to supplement their own contri-
butions so liberally, is it not the duty
of the State to provide for the support
of those who have been merely exist-
ing on such low salaries, but rendering
services equally important when they
have approved themselves faithful
instructors of the rising generation ?

In the English Civil Service from
two to five per cent. is deducted from
the annual salary of each officer or
clerk in the employment of the Gov-
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çrnment, towards the support of such
officers and clerks in old age. A
somewhat Similar, but more liberal,
provision is also made by the Parlia-
ment of the Dominion for members
of the Canadian Civil Service, whose

qualifications, in most cases, are not
so high, and whose labours are not so
important to the State as are those of
the teachers. The employés of the
Grand Trunk and Great Western
Railways have a similar fund liberally
supplemented by the company. They
pay two per cent. into the fund and
receive one-sixtieth of their whole
salaries as a pension, or they retire on
haif piy after thirty years'service. In
the Civil Service of India, retiring
pensions are also provided, partly by
cbmpulsory subscriptions to a super-
annuation fund. Among the parochial
teachers of Scotland, a fund, similarly
raised, exists for granting pensions to
teachers and annuities to their widows.
The teachers of Baden and other
German States enjoy the benefit of a
like scheme. In Sweden and Nor-
way, qualifled teachers of the Elemen-
tary Schools, on attaining sixty years
of age, receive, on retiring, after thirty
years' service, three-fourths of their
annual income as a pension. Pen-
sions are also granted there, in some
cases, after twentv-five years' service,
but with some deductior.s in amount.

Now, as to the necessity for the
fund, it may be urged that so long as
teachers devote their lives to a pro-
fession so generally underpaid, so long
will there be a necessity for their
friends or for the teachers themselves
to provide for the comfort of the de-
clining years of their brethren who, in
less prosperous days and with scanty
remuneration, led the van in that call-
ing which they feel proud to follow.
Even now, at the salary given to
teachers (considering the increased
cost if living), it is almost impossible
to lay by a sum which would realize
more than a few dollars a year, hence

the necessity for such a fund sup-
ported by the mutual co-operation of
the teachers and the govern ment, and
instead of abolishing it, it should be
made more efficient, by the same co-
operation, so as to be of more service,
especially in cities and towns where
the cost of living is so much higher.
The late Dr. Ryerson must have feit
the inadequacy of the Fund, on retir-
ing from his onerous duties as Chief
Superintendent of Education, when
he applied to the Government for
special legislation in his own case
and that application was not in vain.
He received a liberal retiring allow-
ance, equal to nearly one-tenth of the
whole amount granted to the 422

teachers on the pension list in 1883,
and. which, we are told, is becoming a
burden to the country, a very heavy
burden, forsooth ! If th: total amount
paid by the Department to the Fund
was spread over the half-million chil-
dren who attend our Public Schools,
it would cost them about eight cents
each, annually. This would be a
heavy burden on the children I If
worn-out teachers were receiving an
average pension of $2oo or $300
annually-the amount paid to clergy-
men on retiring-instead of $ioo-
the average sum now paid to retiring
teachers-it might be considered a
little burdensome. I hold that no
annuity or gratuity should be paid to
any teacher for a less period of ser-
vice than ten years, and that any
teacher retiring from the profession
shall not be entitled to receive any
sums paid in by him to the fund un-
less he has taught ten years in a
Public School in Ontario, or unless
incapacitated during that time. The
male teachers of this city are a unit
in favour of retaining the Fund, not
abolishing it, and would be willing to
contribute more to it, annually, in
order to make it more efficient.
They feel that the average pension
would not go far in supporting them-
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selves-and their families here, should
they become worn-out or incapaci.
tated. They would be willng to pay
ten, or even twenty dollars annually,
into tie Fund, provided they were
allowed a like amount for cach year's
service, or, on retiring fi-om the pro-
fession, on a basis similar to the
scheme in force in Sweden and Nor-
way, as above referred to.

" The objectors to such a Fund
are chiefly those teachers who do not
intend to make teaching the profes-
sion of their life, but who make it, for
the time being, a stepping-stone to
some other pursuit or profession, to-
gether with those among them who
are penurious or selfish. These
classes lower the tone and esprit of
the profession, and are a fruitful cause
of frequent changes of teachers ; they
give a temporary and fugitive charac-
ter to teaching, and thus bring dis-
credit upon the profession and the
schools."* A few estimable and de-
voted members of the profession have,
without due consideration, unwittingly
given their countenance to this un-
wise agitation against the Fund. I
hope they will yet see the error of
their way and repent.

An article in the editorial columns
of the Globe of the [2th of July lays
down certain conditions on which, in
the view of that newspaper, the Super-
annuation Fund could be fairly
abolished. These conditions are :-

i. That all those already superannu-
ated would be permitted to receive
their present allowances so long as
they were entitled to do so under the
law as it now stands.

2. That those who have continued
in the profession in the expectation of
retiring on a pension should be
allowed at their own option to make
such payments into the fund as the
Education Department might require.

3. That those who were obliged by

* Education Report, Ont.

law to contribute to thc fund should
have their contributions returned if
they so desire.

4. That no contribution b. received
from any pcrson arter due notice that
the fund was to bc abolished.

This article called forth a reply,
from which I make the following ex-
tracts :-

" The second of the foregoing
clauses requires some modification.
Vhen this fund was first established,

all who continued in the profession
were constrained to pay a certain sum
yearly to the fund, to be supplemented
by a stipulated arnount from the Edu-
cational Department. Now the fact
of being required to make such pay-
ments into the fund as the Depirtment
might require, or on a scale different
to that originally fixed, is tantamount
to making a second bargain with such
as were growing old in the profession,
and virtually a breach of contract.

" As regards the third clause: Few,
if any, who intend continuing in the
profession, will be likely to demind
that their contributions to the fund in
question be returned ; and for reasons
which might be stated-did space
permit-it is questionable whether
it ought to be returned. Clergymen
who contribute to a similar fund are
never known to have such moneys
refunded, should they resign their
functions. Why then deal differently
with teachers ? The fourth and last
clause contains a very objectionable
condition, a notable sample of sug-
gested vacillatinglegislation. In1 1870,
when teachers were obliged to con-
tribute to the Superannuation Fund,
they had thereby a strong additional
inducement to remain in the calling.
They were encouraged to hope that
in virtue of this contract they could
have wherewithal to keep the wolf
from the door, when incapacitated by
age or infirmity. Should the propo-
sition now offered become law, it will
sweep away at one fell swoop theI
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foundiation on which the teachcr had
built his hopes. It will do more. It
will indure many to lcave the pro
fession who otherwise would remain
undcr the existing provisions of the
Act ; and viewed, as it assuredly will
be as a breach of public faith, it will
deter many young persons now train-
ing, or looking forward to do so, from
taking up the nW/r of school-tcachinig
at al.

"Thlîe writer of the G/ohr article
could not hive t.,wu.ht a Publbc School
m 185 when 18£40 or /45 was the
average yearly amount of salary re-
ceived-without board or washing,
nor is lie probably at present in the
business, tlourishing on an average
annual salary of $4oo. For the past
thirty years the teacher's average
salary has 1:een calculated at about
$280 a year. How miuch can he
save from such a pittance, especially
if a bencdict, and struggling to main-
tain an average Canadian family?

Will anv sane person venture to
assert that such a prolvision as this is
a faiT equivalent for the important
services rendered to the State by the
faithful instructor of the rising gener-
ation, taking into consideration the
expenditure of labour, time, and
money necessary to qualify him for
his arduous calling? Compare the
comforts and prospects of the pioncer
teacher with those of the farmer, me-
chanic, or nerchant, at the close of
a life of labourious duty, respectively,
and then ask whose condition is the
most enviable, whose prospects the
brightest, and whose families are best
provided for. The least intelligent
niember of the community would not
hesitate to answer that the teacher is
in all respects the worst provided for.
If judges, ministers of the gospel,
and veterans of the war, have pro-
vision made for infirmity or old age,
and do not hold it antagonistic to
' manly self-reliance or independence'
to receive a pension, why should the

teacier who has warred ail the best
ycars of his lfe against the common
foc of the conmmunity ignorance-
he singled out for the unworthy com-
parisons of the G/obe scribe ? It waS
not by legislating in the spirit of the
atICIC undeT TCVICW Or by adopting
its suggestions that the standard of
education is to bc elevated, or the
boasted school system of tiis fair
Prcvince ik to take deep root in
the confidence and atfections of the
peIople."

Permi' Me, beforc concluding, to
advert briefly to one more movement
in connection with this subject. The
liead Masters of the Toronto Public
Schools, learning from the reports of
speeches of a few members of the
Local Legislature that they desired a
change in the Fund, if not its entire
abolition, issued in May last a cIucullaT
to the teac"ers of Ontario with the
object and desire of having it dis-
cussed at the various county conven-
tions. This paper is suggestive, rather
than assertive, of the opinions of its
framers, as may be seen from the
following extracts; and it rests with
this intelligent assemblage to say
whether this circular in connection
with the interesting subject, of which
it forms an important part, be now
taken up and discussed at this meet-
ing:-

i. Was not the Fund established
(1st) to encourage teachers to remain
in the profession ; (2nd) to compen-
sate teachers in some measure for the
inadequate salaries they received, by
making sone provision for them when
they becarne incapacitated for duty?

2. What effect will the abolition of
the pension grants have on the edu-
cational interests of the Province ?

3. As it is admitted that the labours
of teachers are indispensable to the
public good, are their claims for aid,
in their declining years, unusual, or
are they derogatory to their dignity
or self-respect, in view of the fact that
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Minister of State, Judges, and other
pu'>lc functiona.es, Ttrcive similar
compensation for their services and
that churches regard it as a sacred
obhgation to supcran:îuate their cler-
gym :n, to whose dties, mn their moral
aspect and inticnce, those of the
school teachers bear a close analogy?

4. Is it probable that the existence
of the teachers' pension grant tends
to prevent an increase of salaries, and
tiat its ab>lition would induce the
pablic to comnpcnsate them ade-
qaately for the loss thus su stained ?

5. \Would it not be more just to act
oi the merits of th- case by a con-

sideration of the services and caims
of those techcrs who spend their
lives in the profession, rather th n to
be guided by the derimon of those
who engage in scho>l teaching o<nly
until tley can cater uipon moîe lucra-
tive employmcnt ?

6. Are any teachers, whîethcr they
remiin in the: profession or not, justi-
fied in objecting to pay the sm ill
amount levied, in view of the advan
tages they receive, and of tl claim,
of those who reniain until incapaci-
tated by age or intirmity ?

[See Resolution in Report of Con-
vention.-Er'.

A COMMERCIAL DEP>ARTMENT IN 111 SCIOOLS*

PV JOHN E. RVANl', 's A., PRINCIPAL COLLEGIATE INSTITUIE, GAL1, NI.

I PROPOSE in this short paper to
be as practical as possible. I shall

tirst sketch what has been donc in 'he
way of establishing a distinct...Iy
commercial department in institutions
with which I have been connected,
and then sketch what, it seems to me,
oir Provincial Education Department
ought to do to make what I shall call
" commercial courses " more general
and more efficient. But first I shall
siy a few words in reference to the
necessity of a commercial course in
our secondary schools. In relating
my own experience and observation,
I am relating perhaps what every
Head Master lias experienced and
observed for hinseif. If so, I shall
be glad, for then a united effort te
obtain from the Education Depart-
ment the encouragement and legisla-
tion necessary for the general estab-
lishment of commercial forms will be
ail the more easy.

*A Paner read bef ore the H. S. Masters' Se-nion,
Ontar'o Teachtrs' Convention, August, 1884.

I had not been long engaged in
High School work before I saw that
there were many High School pupils
who did not wish to be prepared for
any of the so-called learned profes-
sions. Leasi of all did they desire,
or did their parents desire them, to
prepare for teaching. They intended
to enter business, to follow some
occupation connected with trade or
commerce, and they wished simplv
such an education as should best fit
them for this life-work. Now, we ail
know that the system of examinations
so much in vogue in our Province
shapes the work donc in our High
Schools. It is the Teachers' Exam-
ination, or the Matriculation Examin-
ation, which determines the subjects
studied, the minuteness of detail with
which they are studied, and the rela-
tive stress put upon each. I have no
desire to pass any criticism here upon
the curricula of these examinations.
I simply state that my experience
justifies me in asserting that the
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cthods of teaching and study neces-
sary for the successful preparation of
these examinations are not, as a rule,
suited to the needs of those who
desirc to be prepared for business.
I make no rcferencc here to the study
of the languages. I refer only to the
ordina y non-linguistic subjects which
boys prcparing for business now
take, such as Ntathematics, English,
Science. I do not dispute the merits
of the present mode of study of,
Mathematics say, as discipline of the
mind, such as traimnng IEthe reason,
strengthening the memory, etc. But
I an sure you will agree with me-I
arn sure the practical business men of
the country will agree with me-in
saying that, for a young man who
wishes to go into business life as soon
as possible, and with the best educa-
tional equipment he can get-who
has, as a rule, but two years, after
entering the Iigh School, to devote
to his education-the teaching and
the studying necessarv for the nastery
of-say the Algebra paper in our late
Intermediate Examination, or the
paper on the same subject in the
recent J unior Matriculation Examin-
ation, are misspent effort. And what
is true of Algebra this year is some-
times equally true of Arithmetic, and
is always true of it to some extent; and
so for English and other subjects. I
recognize as clearly as any one the
value of mental training, of what is
called higher education, to ail-farm-
ers, mechanics, tradespeople, busi-
ness men included-and I recognize
the part mathematics should play in
that training. I should be glad, as
no doubt every believer in the whole-
some influence of education would be
glad, if every man in the country
went as far in the cultivation of his
mental pawers as at least to be gradu-
ated fron our High Schools; but we
know that public opinion does not
sustain us iii this view. It is, perhaps,
an impossible ideal-to be aimed at,

not realized. As I hac said before.
the average bov docs flot remnan at
a Iligh School for more than two
years. l'he question is, what is the
best course for him to pursue during
that time ? I do not wish to propose
any course so (i.tinct in itself as to
necessitate the division of the school-
work into two divergent lines one
for those preparing for teachers aid
for the professions, and one for those
preparng for business. This would
be a waste of force not necessary.
But what I think should be donc is
this: that after the ground which may
be considered common to all courses
has been c-overcd, then the claims of
those proposing in a short time to
enter business should be recognized,
and that thercafter they should be
taught those subjects only which
wotld have a direct bearing upon
their intended pursuits in lfe, and
their position as citizens of a free
country where every one has to as-
sume some share in its government :
and, too, that these subjects should
be taught in such a way as to be most
usetul to them, due consideration
being had for what it is intended they
shall be when thev leave school.

I shall indicate what I mean by
referring to one subject, say Arith-
metic. We all know the sort of
questions which. has been common
in examination papers at teachers'
examinations for many years. As a
result, the study of Arithmeti, has
made in this Province an advance
perhaps unequalled on the continent.

i As an example, I shall take a ques-
tion from a recent paper, actually the
first question that my eye has lit upon
out of a large bundle of papers lying

j before me:--
"The hour, minute and second hands of a

watch are on concentric axes. When first
after twelve o'clock, will tke direction of the
second hand produced backwards bisect the
angle betweeni the hour and the minute
hand?"

No objection can be taken to
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t question on a teachrers' ex
amination paper. Wc ha.c a r:ght
to e'peCtt fromn teachcrs nathema-
tical powcr and cquipmlent far be.
yond what their pupîls arc to have.
It is. in such a paper, a fair ques
tion, we will say. iuît all mathe-
matical teachcrs know that for the
average boy or girl the solution of
such a question is unattainabile with-
out direc t teaching, and, too, an
amount of teaching out of ail propor
tion to the educational value of the
result. Now, if it be remembercd
that our boy s and girls who are not
to go up to any professional or
teachers' examination arc taught
arithmetic along vith those who ire
to go, and that questions ut an alike
impractical character have been the
rule rather than the exception, it can-
not be wondered that ordinary people
complain that our [igh School work
is too refined and too theoretical to
suit the wants of those who are in-
tended for trade )r business.

I should not like to bc understood
as making a complaint of arithmetic
specially, or of algebra, or mathe-
matics in general, though I believe
that the tendency to refine and
specialize has been greater in this
departnent than in others. Similar
objections may be taken to the study
of English as greatly in vogue of late
years, and to the study of geography,
history and science.

Again, the stringency of our writ-
ten examinations, especially on their
nathematical and scientific sides, has
largely interfered with practice in
reading, writing, and composition.
Complaints in these matters are very
general, and, to my mind, well-
founded.

That which those pupils wanted who
intended to be neither professional
men nor teachers, being brought more
directly before me when I became a
Head Master, I set about endeavour-
ing to do what I could to supply the
want, and I have ever since been

doing what i can to mcet the want
more c«ectually. I have heard of
other lcad M.istCrs making similar
attemipt, .nd r have been freqiuîenth·
wrtten t'o to desenhe what r had
done, and state the praç tical results ;
but I c onfess I have not attained the
fuilfment of my own hopes. and that
there has beei that falire which
must ever follow imilividual effort. I
first estabished in the school a sepa-
rate department, called the Commer-
rial Department. I did not (10 as i
should have donc could I have con-
trolled the quality of the demand.
The course I laid down was too nar-
row, but it was as wide as I could
make it, unaided by outside authority.
A puptI in the Commercial Form was
required to take no other subjects
but Commercial Arithmetic, Book-
keeping, Penmanship, Business Com-
position, and Commercial Geography.
The teaching was as practical, the
study made as thorough as possible.
There were frequent written examina-
tions, and great stress vas laid upon
the neatness and accuracy of the
pupil's work. But it was soon iound
that pupils in the commercial Form
had not, as had those in other forms,
anything to work for. There was no
government examination, and no cer-
tificate testifying to ment and accom-
plishment. Later on, however, with
the consent and encouragement of
my Board, I established a definite
curriculum, and appointed certain
examinations to be pa6sed, with mini-
mum percentiges. The pupil who
complies with ail the requirenients of
the course is granted a certificate and
a diploma, the certificate ta be used
in making application for employ-
ment on leaving, the diplona .o be
kept as an evidence of sucessful
study in his school-days. At the risk
of being thought by you too desirous
of retailing my own doings, I shall
read from the announcement of Gaît
Collegiate Institute that part which
refers to our commercial course.
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COMMERCIAL COURSES.

While every pupil desiring to enter busi-
ness will be counselled to take as zvide and
liberal a course as possible, yet it has been
thought advisable to institute a special course
of studies appertaining to business pursuits.
Pupils pursuing this commercial course will
constitute the CommercialForm. The work
of the course has been divided into parts, and
for each part there is an examination ; and,
whi!e no pupil will be hindered from passing
these examinatiors as rapidly as he may be
able, yet no pupil will be allowed to proceed
to the work of a part until he has succeeded
in passing the examination of the previous
part. These examinations will be conducted
by the Commercial Master, with the assist-
ance of the other masters, and will be under
the supervision of the Principal. In addi-
tion, to complete the course, each pupil must
have worked through (i) twelve sets of Beatty
ani JoIhnson's Canadian .Accountant, (2)
Johnson's Joint Steck Conpany Book-keeping ;
and his neatness and accuracy in this work
must be satisfactory to the Principal and the
Commercial Master.

COMMERCIAL COURSE-SUBJECTS OF EXAMI.
NATION AND PERCENTAGES REQUIRED.

The following is the distribution of the
work rcquired for the successive examina-
tions of the Commercial Course, and the
minimum percentages therefor

MAXIMU NI VAt UR FOR RACH I XAMI-
NATION, 100.

i. Book keepivg-sinple sets...... ......... 75
2. Bock-keeping-Bills, Invoices, Receipts

Orders, etc..........................-- 75
3. Book-keeping-Cht ques, Notes, Drafts,etc 75
4. Arithmetic- Simple Ru!es, Fiactions, Re-

duction and Interest........................... 75
5. Book-keeping- Sirgle Shipments.. ... go
6. Geography-Canada and United States... '5
7. Book-keeping-Joiit Shpmet ....... go
8. G ram m ar..... ......................................... 66
9. Eook-keeping - Shipment Invoices, Ac-

count Sales, etc.................................. 75
10. Book-keepir g - Cross entries. Renev'als

W riting off Bad Debts, etc.................. go
ir. Book-keeping - Mo tgages, Bo.ds, De-

bentures, etc.. ....................... 75
12. Book-ke ping-Partnership Openings aLd

Sett!em ents........................................ 90
13. Arithmetic-Comme:ciat Tiansactions..... 75
14. Corre pcnden1ce.................................... 90
15. Compostion and Penmarhip.................. 75
16. Geography- Europe and North Ame ica,

Exports, Imports, Products and Com-
met cial Facilities................................ 7517. Reading .............................. 7518. Book-keeping--Gene al Theory....... 75rg. Grarr.mar-Correction of False Syntax..... 75

20. Bock- keepng--.General Przctice............. 75

COMMERCIAL COURSE-CERTIFICATES ANtI
DIPLOMAS.

To every member of the Commercial Form,
who is a regularly admitted pupil of the In-
stitute, and who shall have passed all the
examinations, and gone through all the woik
pertaining to the Commercial Course as pre-
scribed above, and whose conduct shall have
been approved by the Principal and Masters
of the Institute, a Certificate and a Diplomna
will be granted by the Board of Trustees
under their corporate seal.

It will be noticed that the course
is wider than that first laid down, and
that the percentages for passing in
the various subjects are high. But it
will also be noticed that in compari-
son with the others the subject of
book-keeping has a very large import-
ance, and that in other respects the
curriculum is narrow. Yet under
the circumstances, these things could
not be otherwise. With voung
men, and unfortunately, with too
many of their parents, the notion is
prevalent that a knowledge of book-
keeping alone is necessary for busi-
ness. Young people are always
utilitarians, and the utility of book-
keeping they recognize at once.
Hence there is never any difficulty
in getting pupils to work at book-
keeping, but there is always more
or less difficulty in getting them to
work at the other subjects of the
course. But a worse thing is that
they desire to go oni with the study
of the more difficult parts of their
favourite subject before their minds
are sufficiently expanded by experi-
ence or study to understand theni.
This is because so much of the work
is mechanical and easilyaccomplished,
that they fancy the whole quite as
easy. I do not know of a subject
where it is more difficult to discrin-
inate between real knowledge and
progress, and their counterfeits ; and
hence none where it is so hard for a
pupil to be kept down to his proper
level of attainment. The system Of
examinations outlined above, has with
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Us hCI)c(l to ol%iAtc the dittirulty
tit has not overcomc it.

l'hrre h.a bcen. too, another difti.
.ultv whichl hai tended to retard tlic
success of the working of the depart
ment. The fact of the existncrie of
the dpCirtmcnt being known to
parent-, they frcpicntly wish their
son% to apply for admnssion hefore
they are sufli, iently adianced in
general subjects to have the study of
a course in which book keepng is so
prcdoiminant of real bencfit to them,
for as I have statcd above, succcss In
the study of anything but the iost
clcnentary kind of llo'ok-kccpng
rcquircs a inaturity of mind which
can be had only from previous study
or expcricncc in actual business.
llence I have had to establish a
preparatory Commercial Form, but I
have not yct seen my way cicar to
the laying down of a specific curri-
culum for it. 1 work it in connection
with the other Forms of the School.

,The grantimg a diploma has donc
something toward establishing a goal
to which pupils can be incited to
struggle to reach ; but I have never
becn satistied with what is merely a
local, and as I have hoped, but tem-
porary certificate of attainment. We
have endeavoured to sustain a high
standard of excellence in the work
required for the diploma. In three
ycars out of an annual average of
membership of the Forni of from
twenftv to twentV-five, but six have
obtained the diploma, and with each
examination the standard has been
raised. But in my opinion, the
diploma of this school or 6'at, should
go for little. There should be a
provincial organization of the depart-
nient, a provincial control of it ; then
the certificates granted would have that
recognition and importance which a
provincial seal alone can impart. I
shall now give an outline of the de-
partment as I should like to see it
dealt with by our education authorities:

r. The programmr for l1 ighSchool
and (Collcgiatc Int itutsc5 to be iodi.
fîed so .s to contain a rurr or cur
riculium to he ralled. say, thc Con
ier( lal or Ituurcss Course.

2. The subjc-ts and rc(purements
of the course to be uictailedl in full,
the tcxt-b>ooks to be used assigned,
and the range of work to be taken to
be spccincally nappdc<l out, wlile the
nature of the teaching i the sut'jects
and the standard of examination
required should be arctirately le-
scrnied.

3. An examination, onicwhat like
the prcsent intermediate cxamilination
t.o be cstablished, conducted under
departmental supervision by cprnct-
ent and cxpncrenced examiners. This
c xanmnation to consist of practical
rather than theoretiral questions,
such questions bcing constructed
with special reference :o the know-
ledge required by the people in their
every-day life--and morcover to be of
a simple rather than of an intricate
character. As the questicns would be
simpler than those now usually pro-
posed, so the standard for passing
them should be higher, from 50 to 7
per cent. bcing the minimum. As
neatness, order, mcthod, are essential
to every sort of success in lfe, the
manifestation of these qualities should
be rigidly exacted of all successful
candidates. To this end, amp/e lime
shouli be given to the examinees to
put their work down in proper 'hape.
Speed, which is also an indespensable
quality in the business man, is some-
thing which comes from practice only,
and can be obtained but partially at
school, and so may be disregarded.
It will follow that Penmanship will
have an importance in this Commer-
cial Course Examination, that it has
in no other ; as any experienced
examiner can testify ; but not an im-
poctance which is disproportionate,
if one considers its usefulness to a
young man entering business.
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4. The Course to be, for a begin-
ning, somewhat like the following.

(a) Arit/hmetic, to include manipu-
lation of num bers, the calculation of
areas and volumes, the making of
extensions in invoices, and .such a
knowledge of percentages, interests,
discounts, as a business man would
likely need.

I need scarcely say that a great
part of our teaching of Arithmetic is
taken up with the working of pro-
blems, which though presumably
commercial transactions, are in reality
mere hypothetical statements pro-
posed for the exercise of a refined
and intricate mathematical analysis.
They have their place in higher edu-
cation as mathematics must always
have its place, but it seens to meta
in the simple two years' course which
the ordinary boy has at High School,
they displace other things of more
importance.

(b) Grammar, which should be
taught on its practical rather than its
scientific side. Most of us perhaps
are not unaware of the revulsion of
public feeling in regard to this sub-
ject. Grammatical definition and
analysis afford a capital ground for
the exercise of the intellect ; but
everywhere people are beginning to
see that what is wanted in a two years'
course is not that exercise to the
exclusion of practice in the detection
and correction of improper methods
of speaking and writing, and similar
practice in proper diction and chaste
composition ; but the practice in these
things to the exclusion, if need be,
of the other.

(c) Geography', a subject which
has been much neglected and niuch
mistaught. It should include Phy-
siography, which Mr. Huxley, quot-
ing Kant, calls the threshold ofscience,
the avenue through which the young
mind should enter the realm of
natural knowledge. It means simply
information concerning the common
phenomena of the material world about

us, obtained and stated with scientific
precision. It will include nothing
more than that knowledge of the
make-up of our earth, its crust and
its atmosphec, its distribution of land
and water, its geologic, and botanic
aspects, its climate and varied suc-
cessions of heat and cold, its useful
products and natural facilities for
trade and commerce which every well-
informed man ought to know. In
addition there should be Political
Geography of our country, of our
mother country, and the great coun-
try to the south of us, with the
artificial facilities for commerce
found in them. :'nd the distribution
of their populations, agriculture and
manufactures. It has always seemed
m ellous to me that a subject so
fuh of human interest and practical
importance as the study of our earth
and the people and things upon it,
should be considered of litile value ;
a failure in it being thought no great
matter, while a failure in the hypo-
thetical science which now goes by
the name of arithmetic, or a
failure to make 50 per cent. in the
parsing and analysis of a difficult
piece of poetic composition should
be considered unpardonable.

(d) History. For a beginning the
history of England from the time of
the Tudors, and a history of Canada
from the English conquest of Quebec,
would be sufficient. The political
situation of to-day being but an evolu-
tion from the political situation of
yesterday, and so on throughout all
time, it is essential that the people of
a self governing nation should be
acquainted with its own past. I
have long been of the opinion that
history is a much neglected studv,
though it is fair to say that for the
little time given to it, it is as ration-
ally taught as any in our programme,
though not always as rationally ex-
amined. I should like to see its im-
portance vindicated, and its true place
given to it in all our examinations.
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(e)Comiipositioni. If grammaris taught
in the way suggested, the teaching of
composition becomes an easy matter.

The main requisites are (i) a judi-
cious teacher, ready in the assignment
of easy and well-graded the:nes, and
fertile in suggestions for their
treatment ; and (2) sufficient time
in the school time-table for con-
stant practice. There is no subject
in the school curriculum more useful
nor any that can be made more
interesting. Vhen one sees the sort
of writing that is done in our High
Schools and Colleges, by many other-
wise well educated young men, one
is often astonished at the poverty of
the intellectual result of our system
of education.

Ail I wish to say here is, that the
graduate of our proposed Commercial
Department should be required to
give evidence that he can put down
his thoughts on any simple theme
with a fair degree of accuracy or lan-
guage and elegance of expression.

(f) Correspondence. This subject
is included in the preceding one, but
as there are many forms of expression
peculiar to letter-writing, correspond-
ence should be separately examined.

(g) Drawing. The Department
of Education is at last recognizing
the importance of this subject, and
making proper provision for its teach-
ing. Freehand and Mechanical draw-
ing should be obligatory in a business
course, with perhaps geometrical
drawing. Here, as in every sub-
department of this course, neatness
and accuracy should be insisted upon
and ample time given in the examina-
ation for candidates to do their best.

(h) Reading. Successful candid-
ates should be required to read any
fair passage from a fourth or fifth
book with accuracy and ease. Oral
reading, once thought so important
in our High Schools, has long been
lost sight of. It should be no longer
leglected, nor perhaps will be. A

man cannot be considered educated
tinless he can read without mistakes
an ordinary piece of English composi-
tion to a dozen people sitting around
hini, and so that his hearers can
understand what he reads. Only a
small percentage of our High School
graduates can do this.

(i) The Farns of funiapal, Pro-
vincial, an1zd Dominion Governmeni.
A small manual should be prepared
on this subject, and all candidates
required to give evidence of a know-
ledge of government, and of the
simpler duties of citizens, magistrates,
councillors and legislators, and of
trustee boards, councils, legislatures
and cabinets. A self-governing peuple
cannot be too careful in the training
of its youth in all that pertains to
citizenship.

(j) Pennanship. The standard
should not be lower than this : a
legible and careful hand in ail the
written work of the examinations;
and besides, an exact, neat, and
regular hand in ill work sent to the
department for inspection, as set forth
in the next section.

(k) Book-keepiàg. A thorough
knowledge of this subject so far as it
relates to general business ; the
special departments of it, such as
those relating to banking, railroading,
steamboating, etc., not being included.
As the subject is a large one, and
very important to young men, some
two or three examinations should be
made of it, in which ample time
should be given to the candidates to
do their work in a neat and method-
ical manner. In fact in a training for
business I do not think too much
stress can be put upon pupils, to
secure a clean, clear, accurate and
finished style of doing ail work with
pen or pencil.

As I have said before, however, at
the beginning of this paper, a written
examination is not sufficient to -est
the merits of candidates for this pro-
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fessional diploma. A boy may, by
luck or cleverness, pull through an
examination and yet be lacking that
long careful training which is essen-
tial to business-like methods of doing
work. Hence, some half-dQzen sets
of business transactions should be
required to be worked out by each
candidate, and these should be sent
to the Departient, and with them
a declaration from the Head Master
that they were the work of those can-
didates whose names they bore.
These worked-out sets should be
examined with special reference to
penmanship, neatness, clearness of
work and accuracy. A similar
requirement should be made of can-
didates in regard to drawing, and
the work should be examined with
much the saine references.

(1) Literature. No graduate of a
High School, whether of the Commer-
cial Department or of any other,
should be exempted from a training
in the literature of his mother tongue.
But here again, in the department
we are considering at least, consider-
ation must be taken of the future
occupation of the pupil. What is
desiderated is that the pupil shall
acquire at school a taste for good
literature ; a knowledge of it he will
acquire foi himself afterwards. I do
not think that there should be any
exanination established except that
which would test mere general know-
ledge. But a good :-ourse of reading
should be assigned, which candidates
for graduation should be required to
go through. That he had done this
could be certified by the candidate's
head master, and tested in a general
way, as I have said, by an examina-
tion-as by themes set for composi-
tion. The course might be something
like this:-a play of Shakespeare's,
say T/he Merchant of Venice ; a novel
of Scotts, say Lanwe or The Talis-
man ; some of Burns' lyrics ; some of
Wordsworth's simpler poems ; and
ay Tennyson's Enid or Enoch Arden.

It will be remembered that this is for
two years work.

To the candidate who successfully
passes all the examinations set forth
above, and whose work transmitted
to the Department is found satis-
factory, a certificate should be given
under'the seal and signature of the
Minister of Education.

I ai of the opinion that if a Com-
mercial Departinent were established
and conducted in accordance with
this outline, which indeed niay be
simply expressed as (i) a curriculun
of practical subjects suited to the
wants of a busy practical people; (2)
examinations in which simple, fair,
practical questions will be submitted,
but a high standard in answering be
exacted, and where neatness and pen-
manship will count for a great deal,
since ample time will be allowed; and
(3) the reguirement of a certain quan-
tity of work to be done for Depart-
mental inspection and approval to
evidence industry and method, and
a certain cultivation of the taste-it
the department were established and
conducted according to this outline,
then it would be highly appreciated
by those parents who now send their
boys to the Business Colleges, or
take them away from the High School
before their time ; and appreciated
too, most highly by many of our
youth who now find much of our
school work supremely distasteful;
and lastly appreciated by our com-
mercial houses, who in engaging
young men just entering business,
would naturally deem the holder of
a Provincial certificate testifying to a
business training, more likely to suc-
ceed than one without it.

I believe, too, that if our High
Schools and Institutes did this work,
and did it well, they would be more
highly esteemed than they are now
and would receive more largely that
moral and material support from the
people, so necessary to them and now
unfortunately so much denied.
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UNIVERSITY WORK.

MATH EMATICS.
ARCH1UALD MIAC.Nt RCHY, N.A , TORONTO,

EDI OR.

EDUCATION DEPAR.TMENT,
ONTARIO.

JULV EXAMINATIONS, 1E84.
First Class Teaciers-Grade C.

ARITH MFITIC.

Examiner-J. C. Glashan.
ELEMENTARY MECHIANICS.

Solutions by Wilbur Grant, Toronto C. I.

i. Show how to find the resultant of two
uniform rectilinear motions compc.unded into
a single motion.

The drops of a shower are falling straight
down, but to a person sitting in a railway
carriage moving at the rate of 224 miles per
hour, they appear to fall at an angle of 30°
from the vertical. At what rate in feet pet
second are the drops falling ?

I. 33 v 3feet per second.
2. If a body in motion be acted on by a

constant force in ils line of motion, what
will be the effect on the motion during the
lime the force continues to act ? What
would be the effect on the motion if the
force were suddenly to cease acting ?

A body thrown vertically upwards re-
turns to earth again in five seconds. low
high did it rise, and what was ils initial
velocity ?

IIad the body been thrown at an angle of
60° elevation and returned to earth again in
rive seconds, what would have been the
greatest height to which it would have at-
tained, and what would have been ils initial
velocity ?

252. (a) height- . g,

initial velocity= .

25(b) height = 2,

initi:-.1 velocity= .9
V3

3. State the Principle of Conservation of
Energy. Explain fuily how energy is mea-
sured.

Two weights whose masses are io and 6 re-
spectively, are connected by a weightless
string passing over a smooth pulley. Find the
kinetic energy of the system tive seconds
after the beginning of the motion, and ob-
tain therefrom the acceleration of the corn-.
mon centre of gravity of the weights.

4. De 'uce the Parallelogram of Forc(s
from the Parallelogram of Velocities and tYe
Laws of Motions.

At one of the angles of a regular hexagcn
forces are applied acting towards the other
angles and proportional to the distances
of these angles from the point of applicz-
tion. Determine the magnitude of the re-
sultant.

4. Rt.=6 times the side of the hexagor.
5. Deduce the Principle of Moments (of a

force about a point) from the Parallelogram
of Forces.

A boy of weight W standing on one ecd
of a rough plank of weight w and length 1,
walks slowly to the other end of the planlr.
Find the distance through which the com-
mon centre of gravity of the boy and ti e
plank is displaced by this change of position.

W
5. ~7ŸG /.1

EUCLID.

laminer-J. A. McLellan, LL.D.
i. " fagnitudes which exactly coincide

with oi another are equal." " Magnitudes
which coincide with one another, that iF,
exactly fill the same space, are equal to one
another."

Which of these modes of stating the axiom
do you prefer, and why?

Write a short note on the applicadon of
the principle of super-position, illustrating
your remarks by reference to a proposit.on
in Book III. .

2. The sum of all the interior angles of a
triangle is equal to two right angles.

(s) What are the regular figures whose
angles can be used to fill up the space round
a point in a plane.

(2) If n represents the number of sides of
a polygon, the sum of its interior angles is
2(n - 2) right angles.
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3. Triangles on the same basc and he-
tween the same parallels are equal.

/?C, the base of a tring. *BC is produced
to D, construct on /RD a uiangle equal in
area to A//C.

4. In any right-angled triangle the square
described on the side opposite the right angle
is equal in area to the 'um of the squares
described on the sides containing the right
angle.

(i) Construct a square equal to half a
given square.

(2) Construct a square equal to the differ-
ence of two given squares.

5. Describe a square which shall be equal
to a given rectilenial figure.

Divide a straight line into two parts, such
that their rectangle may be equal to a given
Fquare.

6. The opposite angles of any quadrilateral
figure inscibed in a circle are together equal
to two right angles.

7. To inscribe a circle in a given triangle.
liaving given the hypothenuse of a right

angled triangle, and the radius of the in-
scribed circle, it is required to construct the
triangle.

8. If a straight line be drawn parallel to
one of the sides of a triangle, it shall cut the
sides, or the sides produced, proportionally
and conversely.

Apply this to trisect the diagonal of a
parallelogram.

9. Similar triangles are to one another in
the duplicate ratio of their honologous sides.

Second Class Teachers.

ALGEBRA.

Examiner-J C. Glashan.

Solutions by Wilbur Grant, C.J., Toronto.

1. Show that (x+y+z)à-xà -(y+z)* is

exactly divisible by x(y+z)(x+y+z).
i. Shown by putting x=o, (y+z)=O,

(x+y+z)=o, successively in given quantity.
2. Write down ihe factors of x - (a+b+c)

x + (ab+/c+ca)x - abc, and apply your result

to obtain the factors of
(a) (a+b+c)(ab+bc+ca) - abc;

(b) 2(a+b+c)+(a+b+c)(a(b+c)

+b(c+a) +c(a+b) } - (a+b)(b+c)(c+a).

2. x a, x-h, x - c,
(a) Writing this in forni (a + b+c) - q(a+ b h-

(a -b +c) I (al +- ca)(a 4-b+,c) -,ie

factors are (1 4 c)(c ia)(a 4 b).
(b)
3. 1 fx 2( r) -P, 3y =2(r+p) -and

3: - 2 (p- ýq)- r, then shall x2+y
2--L-:

P2 4 2+'-', and xyýy z+-x =tq+,Ir+r-.

3. 3x - 2( y+r) - p
3y- =2(r+p) - q

3z =2(p+)-r,
from which equations we get

i. (x4y {z)=p-t-+r
ix-y=q-p

m. y-z=r-q

iv. z-x=p-r

x (iv.) + (iii.) x (iv.)

gives xy +.z +zx = -q+r +rp, and hence

follows XI +y + z_=p + qy + rs.

4 - I, then shall ax + by
4- If b-c c-a a-b'

i-czzo, ana a'x+b*y+cz=<

ax b - - put this=R, re.
4 b--c c-a a-b

suits follow easily.

5. Ifa= - - ( -¯¯then shall
2

--- +V -3), anda+ =2.
a 2

5. Mere matter of surds.
6. Solve

(a) - 4 9 6
x - x -4 x -2 X-3

(x x \ x . \
(b) (a+ -I a - b+1f

+ x+ -I +

(c) (2x-2x+)2=(X-2)*.
2abc

6. (a) x- 5; (b) X=b¯+ac+bc;

(c) x= , - 4

7. Solve the simnultaneous equations
x*V -y2=xy+ I

x2 +y2 = 2(xy + 2).
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7. ×=±5, t r
y=±3, ±1-

8. A boy spends his money in oranges.
[lad he got five more for his money they
wNould have averaged a cent each less, but
had he got three less they would have aver-
aged a cent each more. Iow much did he
spend ?

S. 6o cents.
9. Fnd a number such that if it be divided

into any two parts whatsoever, the square of
one of these parts added to the other part
will be equal to the square of the latter added
to the former.

9. Is an indeterminate equation, and ii
applicable to any number.

ARITHMETIC.

Examiner-J. A. McLellan, LL.D.

t. Simplify--

(fi - 1 '002)÷(- -oo6)

.002 -o6 299+3.6.

7. 10774.
2. A man mixes 28 lbs. black tea with 36

lbs. of an inferior quality, which cost 20
cents a pound less. and by selling the mix-
ture at 58J cents a pound, gained 20 per
cent. Fînd the cost of each kind of tea.

2. 6o cents and 40 cents.

3. Wnen the temperature of a cube of
une is raised from 32' F. to 212° F., each

dimension is increased .3 per cent. Find
the percentage of increase in the bulk.

3. 1 2 per cent.

4. Oa a quantity of tea a grocer flxed a
price to make a gain of 25 per cent., but j
of the quaatity was found to have been dam-
aged, and he had to reduce the price on this
25 cents a pound, and so his whole gain was

4 Sà per cent. le;s than the sum he had ex.
pected to gain. What price did he pay foi
the tea?

4. 51E cents per lb.
5. In a mile race between a bicycle and a

tricycle their rates were as 5 to 4; the latter
had half a minute's start and was beaten by
176 yards. Find the actual rate of each.

5. Bicycle 440 yards per minute, tricycle
352 yards per minute.

6. If 8,ooo metres be equal to 5 miles, and

University Work.

if a cubic fathom of water weigh 1,344 lbs.,
and a cubic metre of water 1,ooo kilogrammes,
find the ratio of a kilogramme to a pound
avoirdupois.

6. 21 ý, (11r)' (50).
7. A tradesman marks his goods at two

prices, one for ready money and the other
at a credit of six months. What is the ratio
of these prices if money is worth io per
cent. ?

7. 20 ; 21.

8. The external dimensions of a rectangular
iron chest are 2 fi. 3 in., i fi. 8 in., t ft. 2j
in., and the sides, lid and bottom are one
inch thick. Of how many cubic inches of
iron is it formed ?

8 2205 cubic inches.
9. What amount of American currency is

equal to £500 14s. 6d., if g, Id is quoted at

151, and the course of exchange is 489 ?
9. $2,448.55 nearly.
1o. A dealer lias three prices for his goods

-a year's credit price, a six month's credit
price, and a cash price. The year'scredit price
is 35 per cent. in advance of cost, his six
rnonths' price is 6 per cert. off his year's
credit price, and his cash price to per cent.
off his year's credit price. At what advance
on cost must he mark a six months' credit
price on an article whose cash price is $12?

to. $

NATURAI. PIIILOSOPriY.

Examiner-J. C. Glashan.

t. How are statical forces measured ?
Explain clearly how a pressure can be

completely represented by a straight line.
A downward pressure of 5 ibs. applied at

the point P is represented by a straight Une
an inch and a quarter long, drawn from the
point A from left to right. How wouId an
upward pressure of 7 lbs. applied at P be
represented ?

i. By a straight line from A from right to
left CI inches long.

2. Enunciate the parallelogram of force
and the " triangle of forces," and deduce the
latter from the former.

Draw a diagram to represent three forces

of 3, 5 and 7 units respectively, acting at the
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point /'anl in equilibrium. 1 Draw the corre-
sponding " triangle of forces."

3. S'iow how to determine the magnitule
and the point of application of two forces
acting on a rigi 1 hody alon, parallel linee.

A/C) is a square. A force of three
p9ub(l acts fron , towardi le; a force of
four pounds f:om fl towards C; a focc of
five pou ids from 1) towards C: an-1 a force
of twelve poun-ls from .4 towards D. Dcter-
mine the magnii i le of tli resultant.

3 join AC and rcsolve the force4 alon:
and perpendicu'ar to AC. Magnitude of
resultant -- 8 \ * 5

4 Three parallel forces acting on a rigid
body are in eq,îilibrium. Prove that the
moment of any one of them is equal and
opposite to the algebraic sum of the moments
of the other two.

A bo3y b' suspended from one end of a
uniform lever of 4 lbs. wveight, is balarnced )y
a weight of one pound at the other end of
the lever ; but when the fulcum is removed
through half the lengtlh of the lever, it re-
quires 24 lbi. to balance P. Determine the
weight of B

4. Impossible.
5. Show how to determine the whole

pressure which a liquid exerts on an immersed
plane sui face.

A rectangular flood-ga-e is 8 feet wide and
6 feet deep. What is the total pressure on
it when the water is level with the top?

5. 41 tons.
6. Describe the siphon, and explain the

principles of its action.
Over what height can a liquid of specific

gravity -85 be carried by a sipho-i when the
height of the barometer is 29-5 inches, the
specific gravity of mercury being 13-6?

6. 39£ feet.

.UCLID.

Examiner-N. F. Dupui, NI.A.
(Commonly enployed symbols will be

allowed.)
i. What is a Theorem, a Problem, an

Axiom, a Postulate ? Give examples.
2. Show how to draw through a given

point a straight line which shall be perpen-
dicular to a given straight line.

If a line drawn from the vertex of a triangle
t > the middle of the b.e he perpendicular to

the base, the triangle i% isosceles

3. Define a parallelogram, and prove that
its opposite sides are Cq: al.

The diagonals of a parallelogram bisect
each other.

4 If a straiht line he bisected and al<o
dhvided unequally, the rectangle under the
unequal parts, together with the square upon
the lhne between the points of section, is
equal to the square upon half the line.
(Euc. Il. 5 )

4 B, C is an isosceles triangle. with the
angles at B and C equal. A D is a Une from
the vertex to the base, show that BAI -
A-D'=?D-DC, and examine the relation
when D is a point in the base produced.

5 If a straight line be divided into any
two parts, four times the rectangle under the
whole line and one of the parts together with
the square on the other part, is equal to the
square upon the line made up of the whole
line and that part. (Euc. II. 8.)

Show that this proposition is the applica.
tiorn of the algebraic formula (a + b)' - (a - b)'
=4ab to geometry.

6. In any triangle the square on a side sub.
tending an acute angle is less than the sum
of the squares on the side containing that
angle by twice the rectangle contained by
one of these sides, and the line intercepted
between the acute angle and the foot of the
perpendicular let fall upon the side from the
opposite angle. (Euc. Il. 13.)

Two sides of a parallelogram are 8 and
1o, and one diagonal is 14. Find the other
diagonal.

Intermediate and Third Class.

ALGEURA.

Examiner-J. C. Glashan.

i. Divide (a" - b) (x# -y') -4abxy (bix'
-a 2 ,2) by a* (x2 -y') + b!(.x2 +y'> + 2ab.)y.

1. a2(x* +y*) - b*(x 2 ) - 2abxy.

2. Simplify

)fl n

(a) n n i
ni n
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(a- b)(b-<)---a) b-c < - a a -b
ak - a b

n - m
2. (a)()o

j. Resolvc in!o linear factor

() 12(3x - 2)' - 44(3x -2y)(41'- 2il

(1) 4(,b ê rb - (a' +b' -<( -< d .

3 (a) {6(3x - 2y) 5(4Y - 2X) }
+ j 2(3x - 2y) - 9(4 i 2x)0

- 64(x +j,)(3x - 5)5).

(b) {a 4 b - -d) (a +-b -r d) (a --b +<+d)i

(++ d - a).
4. Show that (a'x -ay -t )(b - c)

+(b*.x +y + --:)(c -a)+ (cux -y+:)a - b)

= (a - c)(<- - b){1, - a )x.

5. Z y+=2a, :-+X- 2b, X+)' 2<, tind
hth v.lue of (x+y:)(ry+y+: x) -- x: in

terni of a b and c.

5. Factars of (x +y + )(xy+yz+:x) -xyz
are (x -y(x + z)(, + :), value =8zab.

a-b b-c a+b+
6 If - =--- ---- ---

y-x z-y 2(X+y+z'

a b c
prove that =--= .

6 See Todhunter.

7. SOlve
x-1 X-2 X-5 X 6
x-2 x-3 x- 6 X-7

a b a-b

x-a x-b -x+c'

(V) (XI - 9)1*- Il (xI -9)=80.
ab

7 (a) 4); (b) + () ±5-

8. Find the values of x and y that will
3 2 2 3 1satisfy both - -=2, and--+-
x y x y 2

. X=I,y=2.

9. A bay has a bag of nuts. le gives
three more than two fifths of them to his
sister, six more than a quarter of the re-
ma*nder to his brother, and eats three-
thirteenths of what then remains, and finds
he has exactly two-sevenths of the original
rumber left. How many had he at first ?

9. 105 nuts.

NA T R1 A, l'%tilt O 41 Pi, V.

V% :mner - J. C Gl <a .han.

i. State the conlitions of cquibalurîm of
two frces actinZ on a rigid body.

If the ends of a short rope be pulled in
opposite direc!i<ins by two men, eaci exert-
ing a force of 25 lbs., what will be the ten-
sion ni the rope ?

1. liook-work. 25 I6.
2 What is meant when a line i; said to

completely rcpresent a force?
State the conditions of equilibrium of three

forces acting at a point.

Three forces of 1a, 24 and 26 units re.
spectively act at the sane point. Draw a

diagram showing how they must be adjuited
to maintain equilibrium.

2. Book-work. Eucld I. 22.
3. When are two parallel forces said to

act in the same and when in opposite direc-
tions ?

Give the rules for finding the resultant and
the centre of two parallel forces acting on a
rigid body.

Draw a diagram showing how para/e
forces Of 3, 5 and 8 units respectively must
be arranged to maintain equilibrium. Mark
in the diagram the relative distances between
the lines of action of the forces.

3. Book-work. As 5 • 3.
4. State the principle of moments.
Find the centre of gravity of five eq ial

weights placed at five of the angular points
of a regular hexagon.

4. Bok-work. At the po.ition of the
third or central equal weight.

5 What power must a man weighing 160
Ibs. exert to support himself by means of a
tackle of two pulley-blocks, each containing
two wheels and each weighing 12 lbs. ?

5. 43 lbs.

6. Show how to find the specine gravity
of a liquid by weighing a solid in it.

A body weighs 8 oz. in water and 12 oz.
in a liquid whos2 specific gravity is '7.
Determine the specific gravity of a liquid in
which the body weighs 15 oz.

6. Book-work. -475.
7. DE*cribe the hydraulic press.
Through the fat lid of a closed vessel goes

University W Var.. s; i



T/W a(aa 71uai0na/ nlfti/)'.

a pipe which reaches to a vertical heighît of

2$ ft. The li ha an arca of 25 sq in., ind

the pipe a croi' Scction of 1 'l n Su p-
p )se the vscsel and pipe to be roll of water,

what ius the foice tenling to bunst ofn thl lui ?

7. I. mk-work. 11,y) oe.

1x.1inmner ~N. F. I)upui, Ni.A

I. >ctine a triangle; nam: its p:rts

<lassify the kmnds of triangles

Threc indetinite straight lines, of whicl no

tw> are paral:el, drawn in a plane, 'Orm a

triangle.
Show that they cin form only one triangle,

and that in a partici:'.ar case they will nct
form any.

2. If a side of a triangle he produced the
exterior angle is equal ta the sum of the
Opposite interior angles

If all the sides be produced, how many
angles diff-rent in magnitude arc formed,
and what is the sum of these ?

3. Triangle' upn epial bia;e and lbe
tween the %ame luarallels are equal to one
anot lier.

4, P, (' i a triangle, and /P, E, F are
taken uinn the rides /?C, ('A, .4/e repec.
tively, s ) that /P/> i; double DC, CE i,
double EA,.and AF i, double F/. Conr.-
.are the a.ea of the triangle DEF with that

of the triangle A/C.
4 In any right-an;led triangle the squarc

ipon the ile subtending the right angle i,
equal t) the sum of the squarcr upon tie-
%iles containing the right angle.

hie idles oi a triangle arc 33, 56, 65
determinc whcther it k right-angled.

5. If a straight line b blisected and pro-
duced to any point, the rectangle under the
whole line thus produced, and the part pruo-
luced, together with the square upon half

the line, ii equal to the square upon the line
made up of the hiif and the part produced.

S'iow that this problem is the application
of the algebraical theorem (, a+ b) (z - M

11 - /M t) geometry.

Owing to pressure on our columns the Classical, Modcrn Languîage and Science l>epart.
ments are this month onitted --Et>nu oR C. E. M.)

SCHOuI WORK.

D)AV I D ItOY LE, TOl1 )N' t, 1.0 l I R

READING IN THîE P'RIMARY
SCI'lOOLS.'

'RINC1PL.S AN1 LMEril .

R-ading m %y b defned as to the act of the
niind in getting thought by means of written
or printed words arranged in sentences.

This act of the mind may or may not be
followed immediately by the oral expression
of the thought. In the former case it is oral
reading, ir the latter it is silent reading, or
study ; but in neither case is there any reai
reading unless the reader's mind grasps the
thought. The mere pronunciation of words,
however correctly and readily donc, is not
reading as here deflned. The teacher who
concentrates effort upon the vocal utterance
only, or upon the vocal utterance first and
the thought afterwards, is leadiog her pupils
astray. Her teaching is forma], and not real.
The all-important habit for the child to form
is that of never supposing that a sentence has

Prepired by the Board of Supervisors for the
Public Schoo's of Bnton. Contributed by Mr. In-
spector Mclnt>sh, Madoc.

been read before the thought it suggests is
i clear in his mmd.

The main point, therefore, to which the
attention of the teacher should bc directed at
every step, from first to last, in the teachng
of reading, is this : Are the pupils ledtoget Ihr
thought I

If the thought bc fitst gr isped, the prope:
oral expression of it wiU be a comparatively
easy matter ; for then inflection and emphasis
will naturally spring from the thought, just
as in talking ; 1 t if, on the other hand, the
thought is not in the mind, the infiections
and emphasis will be only weak imitations
of those given by the teacher. The bkill of
a good teacher is strikingly seen in the vari-
ous devices to which she resorts for inciting
thought to control expression in her pupils'
reading. Indeed, it should bc considered
that the principal function of oral reading in
the schools is to afford the teacher the means
of knowing whether the thought is fully and
correctly in the mind of the pupil. It is
truc that time and effort must bc spent upon
the mere mechanical work of improving the
artit ulation, pronunciation, and tones of



v ,ice but, after all, this is only clarifying
the medium, so to speak, through which the
tcacher looks into the child's mmd. In this
mechancal work of training the vocal organs,
imitation very properly comes into play ;lut,
beyond this, imitation should not go. Whe.
childrcn are trained to uttr sentences bmy
merely imitating the one-, inflections, and
emphaçis g;ven hy the t acher, not only is
there lcft no means of knowing whether the
children have rightly grasped the thought,
but there it established the vicious hahit of

ttrrmng words without frrrriv thear srnst,
-a haint which is broken up later with ex-

treme <liliculty.

A written or printed word is used to recall
an idea ; it has no other use. A word which
has been associated with a particular idea in
the mind will, when seen, recall that idea,
faintly if the association is weak, vividly if
the asociation is strong. An association
grows stronger by repetition of those acts
which first produced it. A word is learned
only when this bond of association bas grown
%o strong that the word instantly at sight
recalls its appropriate idea. It follows that
the teaching of reading consists essentially in
evoking acts of association between written
or printed words and their appropriate ideas.
Thtit feachng which assits there arts of asso.
ciation assists t4e child in learning to rtad ;
tMat which does not assist these acts is useless.
If this be so, the best method of teaching
reading will include al those devices, and
only those, which aid efficiently in causing
associative acts between ideas and written or
printed words.

THE CHILD'S EARLY KNOWLEDGE.

To begin this work of causing associative
acts in the mind of a child, the teacher must
know something of the child's mental outtit
when he first enters school-what he already
knows, and what his habits of learning have
been. This may be summarily presented as
follows:-

i. He bas a certain range of ideas, which
have come to his mind through the senses.

2. lIe has aIl these ideas related in variors
ways ; that is, he has thoughts.

3. His ideas are associated with spoken
words ; and the association is so strong that
:he word readily recalis the idea, and the
idea the word.

4. The relations of ideas with one another
have been associated with certain definite
forms of expression (idioms), which are, in
general, co-extensive with his power of th.nk-
ing.

5. He has learned to express thought by
imitating the spoken words and idioms he
has heard others around him use ; that is, he
has learned to talk.

Up to the lime of entering tchool. th1
child's method of learning the use of lan.
>.uage has been natural and easy. It con-
sisted lírsi in assaociatng spoken words heard
hy him with certain ideas mn is mind ; and,
suondly, in imitating spoken words and
idioms until lie could use them in speech.
This suggests very distinctly the course to be

f ursued after he has entered school. In
earning to ;ead, he bas mercly to learn to

use wrtten or printed words for the same
purpose as that for which he has already
learned to use spoken words. lie will first
associate the written or printed words which
hc sees with the corresponding ideas in his
mind ; and, saondly, he will imitate wrtten
words (copy them with the pencil) until he
can use them to express his ideas and
thoughts.

THE IDEA AND TiE WORD.

The effectiveness of an act of .ssociation
depends, up to a certain point, upon the
stimulus given to the act. Therefore, the
number of repetitions of an associative act
necessary to the learning of a word depends
on the amount of stimulus received by the
mind in each separate act. To what shall
we look for this stimulus? The written
word is, to the beginner, a new, strange,
meaningless form, not in itself fitted either to
excite curiosity, or even to impress the
senses; it is more apt to repel attention than
to attract it. The written word, then, will
afford nu effective stimulus.

On the side of the idea the case is other.
wise. Here is a familiar or interesting men.
tal picture. When a child's attention is en-
gaged by some interesting object, his first
desire is to know its name. He at once
desires to associate his idea of the object with
a spoken word, and this desire finds constant
expression in the question, ' What is that ?"
This strong desire has been the efficient
motive in learning to talk. Now the same
efficient motive cai be used in learning to
read. Once lead a child to see that the
written word will do for him just what the
spoken word does, and he will soon have as
strong a desire to use written words as he
bas had to use spoken words. The desire to
know the written word will be stimulated f>y
the idea, just as soun as the child sees that
the written word is only another sort of name
-another form of answer to his habitual
question, " What is that ?"

The stimulus derived from the idea should
be greatest when the difficulty to be over.
come is the greatest ; and that is at the be-
ginning, when the lack of interest in the
written word is greatest. Therefore, at the
beginning, it will be necessary to adopt such
means as will bring up ideas in the child's
mind vividly and clearly ; for, within certain
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lmits. the more vivid the idea the strongr
the impil. t asmetate it % th some spoiken
or wsritten synibol. Now, that which bringi
up an iia mosi vividly is the oljrlt that
originally jroduiced that !ca. Next to
natuial objerts in the dtegrer of %timrulu'
aff-nmed come midls, pictuîes, ;kotches on
the bla khoard. anl conversatiions abiut
familiar thî,ogs. As the inlcrest n the use
Of wrtien words in, -cases, the difîioiIly in
causen thr tesîreid assîociative acts lecomes
less and les, until, tinally, arsciatios are
cffectually brtil aboit by the sin lre.
sentatiion of word When this has c. me to
pass no other mean. need be used ; for then
objects:in] pictures terd to <iveri the atten.
tion from, rallier than to concentrate il upon,
the associative acts. The proper time to
dispensr with otside stimulus will be plainly
eviulent in the pleasure and aviihty the chii-
dren show in reading new matter.

ailti WORD AS A \\1101.

Spoken words are learne.l as wholes.
That is, therc is no consciotus analysis of the
word mio ils elemeîntary parts, or souhis, in
learning to talk. Indeed, most people use
words ail their lves without a knowledge of
phîonic analysis. Again, in respect to
written words, il is to be remarkeil that they
are first visually grasped as wholes. Any
attempt to fix the attention upon a part
before the whole is seen only weakens the
mind's power to take in the whole. A too
carly struggle with the parts of a word,
whether spoken or written, absorbs the
attention, and thus prevents the only act of
importance--the act of association between
the word and the idea-from taking place.

The written word, to be eflectually associ-
ated with its idea in learning to read, must
be taken as a whole, just as the spoken word
is taken as a while when first associated
with ils idea in learning to talk.

THF. SFNTl.NCE ANI) riE TIIOUGI1T.

Words arranged in sentences recall ideas
in their relations. In readng a sentence
each wcrd recalls ils appropriate idea, and
the ideas are apprehended in the relations
suggested by the forms and po.,itions of the
words.

To read a sentence there are two things
necessary : (i) the words which directly sug-
gest mental pictures must be known, that is,
imust vividly call up these pictures in the
mind ; (2) the idiom mu.,t be known ; that
is, words and positions of words suggesting,
not ideas, but relations of ideas, must have
been associated with those relations.

Words of the former kind may be taught
singly, as already pointed out, by direct
association with the corresponding ideas.
Words of the latter kind, since they recall

no icas except in their connec!ion witi
other woris, shohil always he taught in
phrases or sentences.

The use of the sentence, as an atid to
a£sociatiin, may lbe seen by conxidering, that
ideas aie most easily tecallel in their rel-
tlioms. If a sentence presents it ire or four
micas ur certixn miiitial elations, the woils
in the sentence call upî the ieas mire readily
than wouidi the same words drtached from
the sencncer and îs'aîed fromt one annther
The use of seniences shitil begm after a
few singlc wsords anl Ihra.es have lieen
taught.

As soon a.s the chil has as cated an
idea with the written word, he shuld be
directel to colpy the word. Just as he
Iearnel spoken words by inutation, for the
pipose of expressing his %ieas so lie will
learn written words by imitation. for the
-ame purpose. The careful copyng of a
word fixes it the mind as il can be fixed
by no other means

To be sure, the tîrst attempts will yiell
very crude forms, just as thC first attempts at
talking do ; but ronstant encouragement-
praise of ail gentuine efforts however crude
the result-will rapidly work improvement.
By readng what lie writes the child associ.
aIes the copied word directly with ils idea,
and very soon comes to feel that lie posScgse
a new means of communicating thought-
the pencil. le learns "to talk with the
pencil.''

This copying of words is the beginning of
spelling. It soon passes to the writing of
pronounced words and sentences, and thus
becomes spellbng in the usual sense -ortho.
graphy. Thus reading, spelling, usc of capi.
tais, punctuation, and handwriting are ail
begun at the one and the same lime and in
a way 10 economize lime. 'The copying of
words and sentences furnishes a large amount
of good" busy work."

TliE r LI.Ai'K-OARlI

The writing of words on the black-boaid
presents them to the child's vision, just as
the speaking of words presents them to his
hearing. 'I hus the child may be led to feel
that writing is only another way of talking.
The analogy is perfect. Moreover, one
word written in a large hand on the board
can be made a much better centre of atten.
tion for a group of beginners than can the
small letters of a book. Besides, the repeti-
tions in many different sentences necessary
for learning the first words taught are not
found n books or charts; but the black-
board affords the means of making an un-
limited number of repetitions. The use of
the black-board in teaching the firit steps
of reading is well-nigh indispensable.

The CanadaEuatnlAlnhy
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PHONIC ANALYSIS.

The first association between the spoken
and the written word is, or should be, be-
tween them as wholes. Later, the parts of
the words are brought distinctly to the child's
consciousness. The parts of a spoken word
are the elementary sounds composing it
the paris of a written word are the letters;
and the latter being symbols of the former
will need to be associated with them. For
this purpose it will be necessary (i) to separ-
ate the spoken word into its component
sounds; (2) to separate the written word into
letters or groups of letters ; and (3) to
establish the direct association between the
several sounds and the corresponding letters.
Let us consider these steps in detail.

(i) Slow Pronunciation.-- There are
forty-five elementary sounds, and every
spoken word is made up of one or more of
these sounds. In, order to make one sound,
the vocal organs must take a particular posi-
tion, and the next sound in the word cannot
be articulated until this position is changed.
In changing the vocal organs from one posi-
tion to another there must be a pause or a
suspension of sound -except in glides,
where the sound is continuous. This pause
is, in ordinary pronunciation, imperceptible
to the ear. A longer pause than the ordinary
one will be perceptible. Pronouncing words
with perceptible pauses between the sounds
is called "spelling by sound," or 1 pro-
nouncing slowly.". The term is preferable,
as describing more accurately the true
nature of the act.

Experience bas shown that children very
readily catch this slow pronunciation, pro-
vided the teacher uses perfectly natural tones ;
as, for example, when she quietly tells them
to touch the-d-e-s-k (making the
sounds), or to s-t-a-n-d u-p, etc.
The children may very easily be led to pro-
ilounce words in the same way. Thus they
are brought to a conscious breaking up of
the spoken word into its elementary sounds.

(2) The separate letters are learned by
copying written words and by direct practice
On single letters.
(3) Association of Sounds with Letters.-

When several written words have been
taught, the teacher may begin to articulate
the sounds of a word as she writes the
corresponding letters on the board. At
first nothing should be said about it to the
children ; they should simply hear the sounds
and see the writing. After this process bas
been followed for some time the children
Will, of their own accord, begin to pronounce
8lOwly as the teacher writes. This is an
indication that the direct associations between
elementary sounds and letters are becoming
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established. The pupils are now ready to
begin the phonic analysis of written words.

The purpose of this training is to give the
child the power to pronounce new words for
himself. There is a danger, however, in too
much training of this kind ; for it is well
known that children may be trained to pro.
nounce words they do not understand, and
thus to form that habit of empty word-pro-
nouncing which lies at the foundation of
much bad reading. Phonics bas to do with
the pronunciation of a word, and pronounc-
ing a word is not learning it. A word is
learned only by associating it with its idea.

Phonic analysis enables the children to feel
and act upon, though unconsciously, the
analogies pervading the words of the lan-
guage.

For example, having learned several words
like fan, cap, hat, black, lamp, sled, bed, nest,
spin, hili, ship, top, dog, tub, gun, junp, etc.,
a child will not hesitate, in pronouncing anv
monosyllable having a single vowel and end-
ing with a consonant, to give the short sound
to the vowel. This rule has exceptions, but
its importance is manifest when we remem-
ber that about half of all the monosyllables
of the language end with a consonant and
have the vowel short.

Again, by contrasting a few such words as
mat, mate ; hat, hate ; pin, pine ; rod, rode ;
tub, tube; the child will soon learn to give
the long sound to a vowel when followed by
a consonant and a silent e. Indeed, the
silent e may be taken as a sign that the pre-
ceding vowel is long, and no other mark is
needed. This rule applies to a very large
number of monosyllables.

For the rest, there are many smaller classes
of words in which analogy may be relied on
as a safe guide to pronunciation ; as in fight,
right, mgtsight, tigh4t, etc. ; old, bold, cold,
sold, etc. ; mind, blind, ßlnd, kind, etc. ;
wedge, edge, tinge, hinge, budge, trudge, etc.
(which are the principal classes of exceptions
to the two rules above stated); boat, coat,
road, toad, moan, groan, board, soar, etc.
(where the a may be regarded as a sign that
vowel o bas the long sound) ; pain, rain,gain,
grain, main, etc.; day, may, pay, saye, etc.
(where the i or the y may be taken as a sign
that the a bas its long sound.)

These and many more such lists of words
have no need of marked type or marks of any
kind to indicate their pronunciation. The
children will soon learn to rely on the analo.
gies, and, if the teacher is judicious in ber
choice of lists, they may do so safely. Con.
cerning the exceptional words like are, were,
was, could, would, should, have, love, do, to,
here, there, where, etc., it is to be remarked
that they are everyday words, and their pro-
nunciation and writing are learned very early.
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Thear as no need uif markng them. l'cep-
ti-inal ordi that occur les often miay bic
markced ; .ut there Wall be lattle nerd of
marks an teachng the vocabulary of the Viat

i1F. strTtitii.

'i he method deacrlel an the foregong
remark% at a comabination of proccacar. The
imporitant eattures are the f.ollwiang :

(i) AA satr.-n. The fiaidlantrn al pro.
ru- aim to ling alaut direct asocaation
between idaalt and 1 wr:tten or printrl word,
al%(o betwern thougi:, ai. îratitten or printrd
trntences. 'thc beginnang with sclected

otis and tentences a% a eatare of the so.
caled Word and Sentence Methoxl. The
use of oljctas and model or pictures of
objects an preference to spoken words as a
means of cstablbahang the desircd ançociations
s a Characteristac of what is known as the
Ohlect Method.

(2) 5Frnting.-The wordi and sentences
taught are written on the black-hoard ly the
tracher and copied ly the children. The
change from script to prant may corte early
ar laie ; but script comes at the very begin-
nang. and ta kept up, even after the change
has been made, both as an important means
of lcarnang to read and as a preparation for
composation. Thug the valuable part of
what ix known as the Scaipt Method is
utlared.

(3) /iAtnic Ana/ysis.- The phonic analy.
usa of spoken wirds cormes in early, and
phonic analysis of written words follows as
soon as the necessary associations between
the e'ementary sounds and the letters repre-
senting them can be established. This is
not made the fundamental process, but it as
an indispensable part of a complete method.
lits principal aim a to give the child the
power of pronouncing new words by the help
of the analogies of the language.

DIRiEcTioNs.

The rest of this document contains detailed
directions as to car rying out the method above
described in the work of the school.rooan.

PRELIMINARY WORK (a) IN CONVERSATION
(b) IN 1'ttONICS.

(a) CONV ERSA- ION. - BCfore beginning
the work of teaching words the teacher should
give some preliminary exercises in sering,
hearing, and talking.

The purpose of these exercises (which are
to be carried on by conversation) is to over-
come the natural timidity of beginners, to
develop their power of talking freely, dis-
tinuly, and corrcctly, and to train them to a
habit of fixing their attention ; so that when
the first steps in teaching words are taken a
little later, their attention may be concen-
trated on that work alone.

Ther Ir arns. ptriaratory to rrading. should
r.-t 5 aletauitcry or t rp les. Simple.
well arrangei talkis with the a <itdrrn on the
,at ta of their b<ri . on animals and pi;a.

on place, fir:m, colr,. and other quaiaita of
t-bjects, air a nataral preparaton for the fira
r-ablng Irsurn. The wrttrn word may i
the trcord of the chief points ni thre oral
Ieasîns. S1ch w<.rls a% hand, nesr, arm.
<t. Aird. r-abbif. rdeir. And,. firr, /kat : ron.
In. for , squarr;O. around . largr. imall, ha, d.
rnrri. witf ; whltr, b/ark, rrd. AIu. and ihe
acton words, srr. riun, ,umfm. 71/k, .4af h..
sine, will all lie uted an the oral tnatructa in
indiatel in the Outlir (Couise of Study.

'*he greatest care abouli le taken that the
voit-a of loth teacher and pupials e iteed
naturally and eatily. ilarah and unnatural
tonra should not le allowed. Faulia an arti-
culiation and pronunciation ahould be care.
fully correctel, and, an general, correct habit a
of speech should lbe formed or utrengthencd
by giving much practice in apeakgnc.

t. / .errisu an Imitaltn P/ thr 7ra<Atr.-
Suiting her action to the words, the ta.acher
may use, and thelt pile imitate, firit an cn-
cert and then indvidually, sauch sentences at
the following* -

This is my right hand.
This is my lefit hand.
Iere are both hands.
This is my right arm.
Thia is my left arm.
Ilere are some blocka.
There are some flowers.
I can hbnd my arm.
What can you do with your hand ?
I can shut my hand.
I can open my hand.
This is my %late.
What is that ?
That is the clock.
This is my slate and that is the clock.
This is my slate and that is your slate
This is my deak.
That is the teacher's desk.
Where is the clock ?
There is the clock.
Where is a picture
There is a picture.
Iere is a boy, and there is a girl.
What can you do?
I can run.
See me run.
I can walk.
What are you doing?
We are walking.
Where are you going ?
I am going to the teacher's desk.
What do you sec ?

*These *amples are of the simplest kind, of
course ; the techer will use such as are adapted to
the needs and capacity of her class.

1
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I see a window.
I see a table and a chair.
Where are they ?
The chair is here.
2. Relations of Objects suggested by their

relative Positions.-Put objects in different
Places, and ask pupils to tell you where they
are. For example :-

Where is the box ?
The box is on the table.
The box is under the table.
Where is the pencil ?
The pencil is in your hand.
The pencil is in the box.
The pencil is in the box, and the box is

On the table.
Where is the picture ?
The picture is on the wall.
3. Actions. - The teacher may perform

acts, and the pupils tell what she does. For
example :-

You sat down.
You walked.
You took the pencil.
You made some marks on the blackboard.
The teacher rapped on the table.
Miss rang the bel].
Let one pupil perform acts, and let other

pupils tell what he does.
John stood up.
Mary shook hands with Kate.
4. Qualities of Things.-At the request of

the teacher let the pupils tell something
about two boxes :
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This box is red.
That box is blue.
This box is pretty.
That box is heavy.
Where is the pretty box ?
The pretty box is on the desk.
This box is red and that box is blue.
The red box is on the desk, and the blue

box is on the table.

5. Things Compared:-
This block is large.
That block is small.
This block is larger 'han that block.
These blocks are small.
Those blocks are large.
6. Suggestive Questions
What do you see ?
What do you hear ?
What can you touch ?
7. Ask a pupil to perform several acts,

and, during their performance, to describe
what he is doing.

Ask him to tell where certain objects are.
Ask him to take an object, and tell all he

can about it.
Give pupils different pictures, and ask each

to tell a story about the one that he has.
Let the teacher tell short, interesting

stories, and then let the pupils tell them.
Thus, by making everything real, all pure-

ly mechanical expression is avoided, and the
emphasis, inflection, pauses, and tones spring
from, and are controlled by, the thought.

(To be concluded in the October MONTH LY.)

CONVENTION OF THE ONTARIO TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.

The Twenty-fourth Annual Convention of
the Ontario Teachers' Association opened at
the Education Department, Aug. 12. There
Was a good attendance of teachers throughout
the Province. Hon. G. W. Ross, Minister of
Education, President of the Association, occu-
Pied the chair. The meeting opened with
reading a portion of the Scripture, followed
by prayer by Mr. Robert McQueen, of Iro-
quois. After the minutes of the last meeting
Were confirmed, Mr. Inspectorj. H. Smith,
Of Ancaster, was appointed Recording Secre-
tary. The different sections of the Associa-
tion were then formed, as follows:-High
School Sections, H. I. Strang, Goderich,
Chairman; Public School Inspectors' Sec-
tion, Mr. D. A. Maxwell, Amherstburg,
Chairman ; Public School Section, Mr. Jas
Duncan, Windsor, Chairman. The sections
met in the mornings.

Mr. Hendry, the treasurer, submitted his
annual report, from which it appeared that
the receipts for the year had been $85 9 .8I,'of

which $484.71 was the balance from previous
year, $200 the Government grant, and $52
members' fees. After paying al expenses
the balance in hand was $541.75.

The accounts were submitted to an audit-
ing committee consisting of Messrs. McAllis-
ter, McQueen and Campbell. The meeting
adjourned till two o'clock.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION.

There was a larger attendance in the after-
noon than in the morning. The President
took the chair at two o'clock. and after
routine proceedings Mr. James L. Hughes,
Public School Inspector for the city of To.
ronto, read an exhaustive paper on "Indus.
trial Education." By an industrial training
he meant anything that would tend to enable
the hand to represent more accurately in
material form the thoughts of the mind. Hfe
held that the sooner the industrial training
of a child began the more perfect would be
his development. The hand, he said, was
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the agent of the mind, and formed one of the
means by wh-ch the mind acquired know-
ledJe. lie dwelt for some time upon the
good results in the way of indust' ial education
derived from the Kindergart.a system of
teaching. The child during his first year at
school should deal chiefly with real things as
he did before he entered school, and he
should use things not that he might learn
about the things themselves, but that through
u4ing them he might incidentally learn new
facts, discover new principles, develop his
perceptive faculties, and define his concep-
tions. Industrial drawing should be taught
in aIl the classes. The thanks of the pro.
'-ssion were due to the Minister of Education

for the progressive and liberal course he had
recently adopted in providing free of charge
for teachers in Ontario the means of learning
how to teach this important subject, by estab-
lishing vacation drawing classes in charge of
competent and cxperienced masters. Mr
Hughes exhibited some specimens of work
done under the Kindergarten system, such as
paper posting, paper folding, sewing on card-
board, etc.

Considerable discussion followed among
the members of the Association with refer.
ence to the paper.

Dr. Mulvaney endorsed the views of Mr.
Hughes. He thought in addition to what
the Government had done in this direction
something in the direction of scientific train-
ing should be provided. There was much
room for improvement in that direction.

Mr. T. O. Steele thought that if parents
could be brought to feel the importance of
this kind of training the teachers would be
given help in which to do the work. He
would also teach the girls how to use tools.

Mr. Suddaby claimed for Berlin the honour
of first introducing the system advocated.

Dr. Forrest said they were doing too much
in the way of filling the pupils with know-
ledge, instead of 6tting them for their future
work. Il they would do away with the home
work of the pupils they could find time for
the industrial work. Six hours' work a day
for a child under twelve years of age was
sufficient. He spoke approvingly of the
vacation school for teaching drawing to the
teachers.

Mr. Tamblyn thought that time could be
found for this teaching. Those who com.
plained of want of time found time for thou-
sands of unimportant things. There was too
much of mental study to the neglect of in-
dustrial training. Home lessons should be
abolished.

Mr. Pomeroy 'did not believe the mental
work of the schools had done the evil which
had been said. It was done by making the
boys and girls of twelve men and women,

and in luxurious living. The past generation
had done far more work than was (lone i)y
the piesent. lie country teachers had not
time to give this teaching.

Mr. Gordon thought the use of part of the
time at this kind of teaching would aid the
teachers in the intellectual work.

Mr. Miller was very much pleased with
the paper. The time objection had been
raised on the proposal of every change which
had since been adopted. The talking of
want of time was ail nonsense. He hoped
the paper would be thought over very care-
fully by ail who had heard it. He moved a
heatty vote of thanks to Mr. Hughes for his
paper.

Mr. Maclntosh warmly seconded the mo-
tion, and thought that as teachers should not
shut their minds to the reception of new
truths. They should be care fl not to be.
come fossilized, nor to become moss-grown.

Mr. Fotheringham said the time had come
for a change in the country schools. The
industrial system should be made compul-
sory. The time when the control of the sub-
jects to be taught, and the time, should be
placed in the hands of those most competent
to judge. The trustees were not always the
most competent to judge in these matters.
Music and drawing should be made compul-
sory instead of optional.

Mr. McBrien said there were many diffi-
culties in the way of adopting the proposal,
but he thought there was nothing in the want
of time argument.

Mr. Dearness advised teachers to save time
in the way advocated by Mr. Hughes. He
thought they could, whether in the city or
country, take many u- -il leaves out of Mr.
Hughes's book.

The resolution was carried unanimously.
Mr. Hughes replied to the vote of thanks.

He moved that the address read on " Indus-
trial Education " be referred to a committee
composed of Messrs. McHenry, Suddaby,
Fotheringham and the mover, with a request
that they prepare resolutions based on it to
submit to the convention at a future session.

The motion was carried.
Mr. William McIntosh, of Madoc, said the

subject upon which he had been calied upon
to speak-the increased Legislative Aid to
Public Schools-was ripe for discussion.
The educational system was a State system
in part, and indeed it was almost entirely a
State system as regards Public Schools. The
State aided in the support of Public Schools
with the object no doubt of encouraging edu-
cation. Did the State contribute to the sup-
port of the Public Schools in a degree com-
mensurate with the control it exercised over
the system ? The educational systen was
instituted by the State, and to a large extent
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the system had always been in advance of
public opinion. What control did the State
exercise over the system ? The State con-
trolled to a limited extent the people in the
erection of Public School buildings. The
people were controlled by the State in refer-
ence to the qualification of teachers, in regard
to the hours of study, in regard to vacations
and a great nany other things, and they had
to abide by it. He found according to the
last report of the Minister of Education that
the sum of $23 1,356 had been given te Public
Schools, while the total receipts for the main.
tenance of Public Schools were $3,469,990.
The grant per capita of the school population
was a little over fifty cents. The number of
teachers in round figures was about 7,ooo.
Would any one say that the grant of fifty
cents per pupil was at ail commensurate
either with the control the State exercised
over the schools, or the vast importance of
the work done by the Public Schools? He
compared the support given to Public Schools
with the support to High Schools and the
higher educational branches. The aid te the
High Schools during the year was $84,304,
and the total amount received for the sup-
port of the High Schools was $373,O.
He did net wish .the grant te the High
Schools lowered, but he thought the grant te
Public Schools might be raised so as to com-
pare favourably with High Schools. The
Public Schools were the foundation of higher
education. It was the duty of the State and
those who controlled the system te attend
more particularly to'the education of children
who were in the first, second and third
classes. He also suggestea new regulations
with reference to the distribution of the
legislative grants. For a great many years
the Legislative grants had been divided
among the municipalities according te the
average attendance. The systen was fraught
with many evils.

Mr. Dearness said that too much State aid
would cripple local effort. He contended
that the present system of apportionment did
have a tendency te bring up the average
attendance.

Several members expressed the opinion
that an increase in the grant would be a
popular move.

Mr. McAllister said that if the law in re-
gard te compulsory attendance was enforced
the grants received would be much higher.

Mr. McBrien said the people highly ap-
proved of the Government liberality to High
Schools, but asked why the same liberality
was net extended te Common Schools.

Mr. McKinnon thought the grant te Com-
mon schools was too small. The teachers did
most important work for the community, and
yet no class of professional men was se poor-
ly paid.

Mr. Smith was in favour of increased
grants to Public Schools, but doubted whether
teachers ' salaries would be much increased
thereby. le would like te see some change
in the method of apportionment, but could
net suggest what that change should be.

Mr. Fotheringham thought it would be
wise to distribute a portion of the grant upon
the rate of taxation paid by the section;
another portion upon the grade of certificate
of the teacher, and the third portion upon
the average attendance.

Mr McIntosh moved that it is the decided
opinion of this meeting that the Legislative
grant should be largely increased, and that
the whole question of distribution be referred
te a committee composed of Messrs Dearness,
McKinnon, Fotheringham, Burrowes, Mc,-
Kay, Miller, Brown, and the mover te report
in detail as te the best mode of apper-
tionment. Carried.

The meeting adjourned till 8 p.m.

EVENING SESSION.

In the evening net only was there a very
large attendance of teachers, but many promi-
nent citizens also were present. The main
feature of the evening was the President's
annual address, delivered by Hon. G. W.
Ross, Minister of Education and President of
the Association. [See page 321.]

Mr. David Fotheringham moved, seconded
by Mr. MacMurchy, that the Association
express its high appreciation of the address,
and tender a hearty vote of thanks to the
President for having delivered it. This reso-
lution was put by the Secretary and carried
amid loud applause.

The President acknowledged the vote in a
few words. He expressed great gratification
at the success which had attended this meet-
ing. He had net known a meeting which
was better attended or at which the discus-
sions were more earnest and interesting. He
explained that the next part of the programme
would be the hearing of reports from dele-
gates of the various county Associations. In
the course ofa brief discussion upon the work
of these Associations, he stated that in New
York there was a staff of twelve men who did
little if anything else than visit the counties
and instruct the teachers in the latest and
most advanced thought in connection with
education. In some of the other States the
sane work was dont in different ways. Ht
had hoped te have two men te place upon
the road te visit the several Associations for
this purpose. He did not desire te interfere
with the work of the Associations, for he
understood that these organizations must be
allowed te do their own work. But by this
systen he hoped to assist the teachers in their
work without clashing with the Association.

Reports were then read from a number
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of the counties. Mr. D. J. Murphy spoke
for West Middlesex, in which Association
there were 120 teachers. lis reports
showed a good state of affairs to exist.
MIr. Sinclair. of Ea, t Lambton, represent
ing ninety-eight teachers, and Mr. Baird,
West Huron, also reported. Mr. Powell, of
Bruce,stated among other things that there was
a lack of interest among the young teachers.
His Association contained eighty teachers.
Mr.Chadwick, of Perth, representing from 150
to 200 teachers, stated that the Perth Asso-
ciation had no membership fees. One of the
main difficulties was the indifference of many
of the teachers to the literature of the profes-
sion. He thought there should be some
scheme for putting the school journals into
the hands of ail the teachers. Mr. Payne,
of Algoma, began the reading of his report,
but as it was long, and had evidently been
prepared with great care, the reading of it
was postponed to a future occasion. Mr.
Fotheringham reported for York that the
Association, numbering eighty teachers in
attendance, was in a flourishing condition.
Mr. F. O. Steele spoke on behalf cf the
North Simcoe Association of fifty members.
Mr. J. H. Smith for Wentworth with 115
members. Mr. McRae for the forty members
of the Waterloe Association. Mr. Henstridge
for the Frontenac Association of 140 mem-
bers, and Mr. Clapp for the North Welling.
ton Association of 103 members.

The hearing of reports for other counties
was postponed.

The Association then adjourned until two
o'clock.

WEDNESDAY.

The Convention met again at 2 p.m., the
President, Hon. G. W. Ross, in the chair.

A memorial from the Woman's Chri:tian
Temperance Union, praying that temperance
text-books be introduced in the schools, was
referred to a committee.

Mr. G. W. Johnston, Hamilton, read a
paper on " How Best to Secure the Perman-
ence and Increase the Efficiency -f the
County Model Schools." He argued that
reading, mental arithmetic, and hygiene
should be left to the High Schools, and the
proper work of training students how to
teach be alone taken up by the Modei
Schools. He thought the department im-
mediately after the June Literary Examina-
tions, should instruct each student what
Model School she or he should attend. It
would secure an equal distribution of stu-
dents at the various Model Schools. The
principals should teach classes in the pres-
ence of the student-teachers, which they
could easily do if relieved of the burden of
teaching hygiene, reading, and mental arith-
metic. Then students ::hould be practised
in teaching under the direction of the princi-

pal. The student-teachers should be taught
how to observe teaching for three weeks
before being sent out to teach the classes.
The syllabus should be so revised as to bear
solely upon teaching, or how to teach, and
should be divided into twelve portions cor-
responding with the twelve weeks of the
term, the primary essentials being taken up
first. Both the Literary and Provincial
Examinations should be uniform all over the
country. The County Boards ought to be
remodelled, so as to consist of only three
members-practical teachers, uach as the
principals of the High Schools and County
Model Schools. He made many other sug-
gestions in reference to the grants, examina-
tions, marking, simplification of the training
registers, and issuing of permanent third-
class certificates.

Dr. Kelly moved a vote of thanks to MIr.
Johnston for his suggestive paper. The
recommendation to make the Principal of
the Model School one of the Examining
Board was in opposition to the principle of
examinations adopted by the Department.
He objected, moreover, to the permanence
of third-class certificates. He held that
third-class certificate holders should work up
to first-class. It would be a retrograde
movement to have permanent third-class
certificates.

Mr. McBrien favoured the permanent third-
class certificates. If a teacher taught suc-
cessfully for one year, he would teach more
effectually the second year. The fact of
renewals being granted recognized this prin-
ciple.

Mr. Chadwick-said that students would
naturally flock to the best Model Schools
and why should the poor schools be kept up
at the expense of the good ones. A few
effective Model Schools could do aIl the
work of the Province, and there was no
necessity to keep up so many as at present.

Mr. Steele hoped that many of the sugges-
tions made would be carried out.

Mr. Powell agreed that it was advisable
to relegate the literary course to the High
Schools.

Mr. Munroe, Ottawa, thought that the
examination papers should be uniform.
They might be prepared by the Department.

The motion was carried.
Mr. F. H. Mitchell, Perth, read a paper

on the " Status and Values of Third-class
Certificates." He called attention to the
fact that a large number of the teachers have
entered the profession merely as a temporary
experiment, with the intention of deserting
at the first opportunity. Many were acting
irregularly, as he claimed, under permits.
He wished to inquire into the causes of this.
The high-standard the third-class teachers
attained since i88o showed their ability to
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teach in any schools. Thoughtfulness and
the philosophy of the art of teaching he
thought were the want of the profession.
The impediment to the social position of the
teacher was that they were birds of passage.
The legal, medical, and clerical professions,
and book agents were recruited from their
ranks. He suggested a remedy in tb grad.
ing of the certiticates, and one in tht increase
in the number of rural boards. People were
not averse to paying good salaries. Good
%achers could get good salaries. These
were faults which could be removed by
legislation, but there was much which should
be donc by the teachers. They should re-
spect themselves, and devote themselves to
a philosophical study of the subjects taught.
A fault in the teachers was their habit of
deserting positions, in the face of written
bonds, for more lucrative situations. The
people did not hold a high enough apprecia-
tion of a high standing. Legislation might
be provided requiring that places of say
$75,ooo assessment should employ a second-
class teacher. Third-class certifcates should
only be in force in the county wherein
granted. He recommended that several
subjects should now be struck off the Model
School list ; hygiene should be limited to
school hygiene ; reading aloud to be made
to extend over a certain ground; the pbil-
osophy of teaching as well as the method
should be taught and explained ; every
incentive should be offered as an induce-
ment to people to enter the profession ; there
should be an increase in the number of
members of rural school boards; certificates
should be valid only in jurisdiction of the
granters; teachers should respect their call-
ing ; and they should act in good faith
towards one another.

Mr. Alexander, of Galt, was strongly in
favour of the Third Class Certificates being
permanent. He moved a vote of thanks to
the essayist.

Mr. Smith suggested a plan for a person
serving an apprenticeship of say three years
as a pupil teacher before being allowed to gc
up for the Third Class Examination.

Mr. J. L. Hughes seconded the motion.
The motion was carried.
Mr. Dearness presented the report of the

Committee on the School Fund. It recom-
mended (i) that the amount of the legislative
grant to Public Schools be largely increased;
(2) that a part of each grant, say one-half,
be divided equally among all the school sec-
tions in the municipality, and that for the
purpose of this section each additional de-
partment count as one-half of a school in
making this division; (3) that the balance of
the legislative grant be appropriated on the
basis of the rate of taxation in the several

school sections for the previous year, an(
that the balance of the municipal grant be
appropriated on the basis of . erage attend-
ance for the whole year.

The report was adopted, and the Conven-
tion adjourned till the evening.

EVENING SESSION.

The Convention re-assembled at eight
o'clock.

After routine business, the President, in a
few complimentary words, introduced Rev.
Principal Grant as the speaker of the
evening. [Sec page 325.

A hearty vote of thanks to Principal Grant
for his addrcss was moved by Mr. MacMurchy,
of the Toronto Collegiate Institute, seconded
by Mr. Miller, of the St. Thomas Collegiate
Institute, and carried amid loud applause.

lion. G. W. Ross then rose to present the
medal won by Mr. W. H. Davis, of the
Ottawa Normal School. Ie explained that
when the Prince of Wales visited Canada in
r86o he left £300 to be used in advancing
education in the Province. He (Mr. Ross)
determined that so long as he had control of
it, this money should be used to provide gold
medals for the best scholars in each of the
Normal Schools of the Province, the prize
to be won not merely by a good showing at
the examination, but with some consideration
given to the work of the whole session. In
Ottawa the prize was won by Mr. Davis, and
in Toronto by Miss Amelia Harris. Mr.
Davis was called up and received his prize
amid the applause of the audience.

The Association then adjourned.

THURSDAY.

The Ontario Teachers' Association re-as-
sembled at two o'clock, Hon. G. W. Ross
presiding.

Mr. Scarlett presented the report of the
committee to which was referred the com-
munication of the Woman's Christian Tem-
perance Union. They stated that the mat-
ters referred to them had been for some time,
and vere still, under the consideration of the
Education Department. When finally set-
tied they would, no doubt, be satisfactory to
ail concerned.

The report was adopted.
Mr. McAllister presented tie report of

the Audit Committee. They stated that
they had examined the accounts and vouch-
ers, and found them correctly kept.

The report was adopted.
The Secretary presented the report of the

Executive Committee, making the following
nominations of officers:-President, Mr. J.
H. Smith; Recording Secretary, Mr. R. W.
Doan; Corresponding Secretary, Mr. D. H.
Hunter; Treasurer, Mr. W. J. Hendry.
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The report was taken up clause by clause.
In amendnent to the recommendation for

the election of Mr. Smith to the presidency,
Mr. Suddaby proposed Mr.J. L. lughes, and
Mr. Smnerl proposed, in amendment to the
amendment, )r. McLellan.

Mr. Hughes requested his friends to drop
his name, and asked them to support Dr.
McLellan.

Mr. Hughes' name was then withdrawn.
A ballot was then taken, Messrs. Bryant

and Campbell being appointed scrutireers,
and resulted in the election of Dr. McLellan.

The report as a whole was then carried.
Messrs. McMurchy, Alexander and Mc-

Kinnon were appointed a committee Io report
next year on amendments to the constitution.

Mr. Smith moved that the next annual
meeting be held at the Grimsby camp
grounds.

The vote was lost.
The Chairman then introduced Col. F. W.

Parker, of the Normal School, Normanville,
Ili., and author of " Talks on Teaching."

Col. Parkar then delivered an address on
the Teaching of Reading and Langugge in
Schools. He said that the maxim, "learn
to do by doing," had been disregarded.
For the last thirty or forty years teachers
had been trying to do a thing by doing
sonething else. In the first place, reading
was not talking. The child had learned to
talk before he came to school; in fact all
great elocutionists said, " If you will learn
elocution, go to a little child.' The child's
pronunciation and articulation might be im-
perfect; its emphasis never. The lecturer
imitated in a way which excited the laughter
of the audience the dull, monotonous tone in
which a child reads after a few months'
training at school, and said it was something
between a whine and a groan. Reading was
not pronunciation. If pronunciation had to
be taught, it was something quite separate
froin reading, nor did reading consist of
articulation or emphasis, both of which the
child had learned before coming to school.

He defined reading as a means of getting
thought by means of written sentences. Read-
ing was thinking by means of written words.
If the child did not think he did not read.
Thinking was the mind's means of growth,
and reading was one great means of think-
ing. The great mistake committed had been
to make expression the end of education,
whereas power should be the end and ex-
pression the means. As frequently taught,
oral reading, instead of a means to make the
child think, was actually an obstacle between
the child and -the thought. Children, he
thought, were born good, but men had
sought out many inventions to make them
bad. One of these was the old A, B, C
method of teaching the alphabet. Another

was the phonic system. as ometinmei taught,
and another was elocution, in which children
were taught to make strange and unnatural
noises. lie strongly condemned the system
under which children were made to rcad the
same book again and again after they had
lcarncd its contents by heart. Take this
question of polluting literature. Why did
children read it? Because they were starved
in the school-room on this miserable rub-
bish. lie would throw away the spelling
books, the grammars, the primary geograph.
ies, and buy a library for every school-house
in America. lie concluded by expressing a
hope that his bearerswere moving in the
direction of taking a lttle time to develop
the child's mind.

Mr. J. L. Hughes presented the report of
the committee appointed to consider his
paper on Industrial Education. They te.
commended (i) that industrial drawing be
made compulsory in Public and Hligh Schools,
and that the marks of drawing be taken into
account the same as any other subjects at the
Entrance Examinations; (2) that so far as
practicable, industrial occupations of an ap-
propriate character should be introduced into
the Public Schools, especially in the junior
classes, and that the Honourable the Minister
of Education be requested to provide for such
training in connection with the Normal and
Model Schools as a means of cultivating
manual dexterity and developing the mind.
He moved the reception and adoption of the
report.

The report was adopted.
Mr. Burrows moved, seconded by Mr.

Smith, that the Secretary be instructed to
furnish each member of the Association with
a copy of the minutes of the annual meeting
free cf charge.

Mr. McAllister moved in amendment to
refer the matter to the Executive Committee.

The amendment was lost, and the motion
was carried.

Mr. William Carlyle, read his paper on
"Uniformity of Text-Books." After speak-
ing of the late Dr. Ryerson's efforts to arrive
at uniformity in te-xt-books, in which, if that
gentleman had lived until 1883, he would
have found he had nct succeeded, he pointed
to the uniformity in the whole system. It
was said that all the children should not
read the same books, as reducing all to the
saine dead level. Grant this, and who is to
decide upon the books? Frequent changes
would destroy permanence. The pupils
have now to endure frequent changes of
teachers. If to this were added text-books,
the case would be well nigh hopeless. Un.
less the same author or no text-books be
used, classification would be a practical
inpossibility, and dispensing with class in-
struction would require a remodelling of the
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system. To what extent should unitormity
be insisted upon ? The practice of the late
.\ iniçter of Education in requiring uniformity
in the book upon the table, but allowing the
subsiduary use of other books, was prudent.
I)id they need one series of school readers ?
Most assuredly. Let more he authorized,
and they would all find their way into the
school to the tewilderment of the teacher,
nultiplying the number of classes, already
too large. But was it necessary that the
series should embrace six books, accom-
panied by a speller and a book on elocution.
Would the scholar, hy reading scraps, not
acquire a taste for selections merely, or a
disgust for reading that would never be over-
corne? It was difficult to excite the pupil's
interest with readers composed of shreds and
patches. Three books compiled with better
taste, one whole book, and some recognized
English classical work, authorized from time
to time, would achieve better results than
the old series of readers. Then, no text-
book would meet the requirenients of the
schools for an indefinite period. As the cir-
cumstances of the school changed, the text-
books would have ta be changed.

A vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Carlyle
for his paper.

Mr. A. P. Knight, Kingston, read a paper
on " University Consolidation and Legisla-
tive Aid ta the Colleges." In touching
upon ihe last subject first, he said there
were three schemes for the solution of the

question: (i) to aid one central college;
(2) to leave each college to its own resource;
(3) to aid all the colleges. In regard ta the
firs proposition it was admitted that no one
art college would satisfy the requirements of
the country, and this scheme would please
few and would lead ta a cry of " fair play.'
In regard to the second proposition it was
argued by its advocates that the State should
not provide anything beyand a common
school education, and it was asked why the
majority of the people should be taxed ta
give advantages to a limited few. The third
proposition was that on certain conditions
each college should receive an annual grant
of say $ o,ooo. Among the conditions were
that each aided college should have an en-
dowment Of $300,000, of which one.half
might be required ta be deposited with the
Government. In regard ta consolidation, he
thought that if ail the existing institutions
were combined in Toronto, a new agitation
would be started for founding new colleges
in other places. His own idea was that
they could not have toc many colleges, and
too few universities. Hi fiavoured therefore,
giving a legislative grant ta ail colleges fuI-
filling the prescribed conditions.

A vote of thanks was passed ta Mr. Knight
for his paper.

The meeting adjourned till 8 p.m.-Daily
Press Report.

( To be cintinued.)

CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.

FIRST READING--FROM BLACKBOARD TO
BOOKS, with Directions for Teachers, ta
accompany Calkins' Reading Cards. By
N. A. Calkins. Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor
& Co., New York and Chicago.

This volume possesses the merit of much
originality in form and arrangement of con-
tents. Beyond this, we cannot see any
pressing reason for its appearançe. There
is no doubt that in the hands of young
teachers it might accomplish much good,
but every well-read young teacher should be
already familiar with the principles enun-
ciated and illustrated here, from having met
with them in "sundry places and divers
manners." It is simply another attempt ta
combine the wordý and phonic methods in '

connection with black-board illustrations,
and this, presumably, is just what every
teacher of average ability does every day.
In the United States, a work of the kind
before us may be a necessity; in this country,
it is a little behind rather than in advance of
the age. We have no means of knowing
the price of the book, but it would be dear
at seventy-five cents. Mechanically, it leaves
nothing to be desired.

A MAP OF ONTARIO, FOR SCHOoL, LIBRARY
AND COMMERCIAL USE. By S. Hughes,
Toronto : Canada Publishing Co., 1884.

TIs is one of the clearest and most com-
pendious maps that we have seen. Indeed
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it isfrr/e prine.ps of the maps of this Prov-
ince. ltesides the usual features of good
charts, it presents an admirable view of our
railway system, populations, distances, Iligh
School towns, and many other things of
interest to the intelligent reader.. It is a
capital bit of work.

REPORT OF TITE MINISTFR OF EDw'CATION
FOR THE VFAR 18S 3 , WITII TIF. STATIS-
TICS OF 1882. Printed by order of the
Legislative Assembly, by C. Blackett
Robioson, Toronto.

(Second Notice.)

WIEN we undertook the task of reviewing
the last report of Mr. Crooks as Minister of
Education, we had occasion to regret his
serious illness. We have now to lament his
loss as head of the IEducation Department
by an affliction, surely, the saddest that can
befall the life of man-insanity. The greatest
bereavement of life is that which deprives us
of the power of knowing that it is a bereave-
ment. Well might Edgar, in " King Lear,"
under his assumed garb of madness, exclaim,
when he saw the condition of his father with
his eyes torn out : " The worst is not, so long
as we can say, this is the worst." Whatever
may have been Mr. Crooks' faults in his ad-
ministration of the Department, the EDUCA-
TIONAL MONTHLY, in pointing them out,
never lost sight of his earnestness and honesty
of purpose. And who can now say to what
extent these faults are attributable to the
shadow that for a long time was gradually
obscuring the brightness of his powers ?

While we are not of those who cry, The
King is dead ! Long live the King! we
are, nevertheless, prepared to welcome Mr.
Ross as successor to Mr. Crooks. He has a
great deal to recommend him to the position,
and to the teaching profession. He was a
practical teacher, and as such passed through
all grades of the profession until he reached
the position of Model School Inspector. lis
valuable services in this capacity we had occa-
-ion to commend in our review of last year's
Report. lie has with one or two exceptions
acted wisely in his professional career. He
has the merit, not a small one in our eyes, of

being the first teacher who, in conjunction
with Mr. McCall, had public spirit enough to
establir.h an cducational journal. This was
the Ontario Tearhrr, which, in its independ-
ence of tone, and its devotion to the intereîst
of education and the profession was thie
worthy predecessor of the Eihî'uATIONAI.
MON T 1LV.

Mr. Ross's experience as a legislator in the
lHouse of Commons should enable him to
survey with no narrow view the important
field of labour he has entered upon. It
remains for him to show whether he proposes
to occupy it as a mere time-serving politician,
or as a statesman with broad and patriotic
views. He takes hold of the helm at a time
when the cry is in many quarters " about
ship," and it will be for him to show that it
is s.fest to keep the vessel in her present
course. So long as he steers clear of the
shoals which Mr. Mundella, his compeer in
England, calis educational politics, and keeps
his eyes steadily fixed on the improvement of
our educational system, and of the teachers en.
gaged in it, so long as he summons to his aid
the men best fitted to manage the educational
ship quite irrespective of their political creed
he may depend upon the hearty support
and co-operation of tte EiJUCATIONAL

MONTH1LY.

It would be premature to look for any
material results of his administration in the
statistics which we are about to give, seeing
that Mr. Ross took charge of the Department
but a few months ago.

STATISTICS OF THE PUBLIC AND SEP&RATE

SCHOOLS FOR THE YEAR 1882.

The total receipts were $3,469,990, show-
ing an increase of $21o,751. The increase
for the previous year was only $4,4a9. This
is very satiîfactory, and we- trust Mr. Ross
regards it with feelings akin to those with
which Mr. Mundella congratulated the House
of Commons in England lately upon the fact
that the educational estinates now had
reached the respectable sun Of £3,000,000.
Of the total amount, eight pet cent. was con-
tributed by the Legislative Grant, twenty-
seven and one-half per cent. was from Muni.
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cipal School Ratc,. forty-two and one-hali
per cent. from Trustees' School Assessments,
and twenty-two pet cent. from Clergy Re-
çerve Funds, balances, and other sources.
In this staternent we have ventured, for the
sake of clearness to alter the phraseology of
the synopsis in the Report, and have used
that in the tables. What are called in the
synopsis County Rates are those levied by
Municipalities, and what are called Local
Municipal Rates are those levied by School
Trustees in the School Sections, etc.

The total expenditure was $3,026,974,
being an increase Of $182,702. Of this
amount seventy-one per cent. was devoted to
teachers' salaries, and the remainder was
spent on maps, prizes, library books, sites
and buildings, and rent and repair of school-
houses, in all of which items there is an in-
crease.

The total number of pupils attending
school during the year was 471,512 ; of this
number, f6fty-two per cent. were boys, and
forty-eight per cent. girls. There was a de-
crease of 4,695 boys and 61 girls. A decrease
in this item has been going on since 1877,
when the attendance was 490,860. It would
be interesting to know to what it is due, and
still more interesting to know when it is
going to cease. Is it due to the withdrawal
of children from school at an earlier age than
formerly, or to an actual decrease in our
school population ? We fear to both causes,
for while the decrease in school population
was only 407, that in the school attendance
was, as we see above, 4.756, and while the
school population since 1877 has decreased
10,987, the attendance at school has decreased
19,348. The decrease for z882 was confined
to the counties ; indeed the cities and towra
show a positive increase, and if we take the
counties by themselves, their decrease was
9.645. By a law that was passed in 1881,
the parent or guardian of every child between
the ages of seven and thirteen is required to
cause such child to attend a public school, or
other school in which efficient elementary
instruction is given, for eleven weeks in each
term, that is for iro days in the year. Now
this is an excellent law for making our Public

School system effective, and, if carried out,
would leave little to le desired. But what
says the Report hefore us? " Thr number
of children between seven and thirteen years
of age reported as not attending any school
for ir o days during the year is 8 7,444. This
statement is surely serious enough to awaken
the attention of the Minister. It certainly
awakened ours, and on referring to the tables
to see where the evil lay, we were surprised
to find that only the counties had macle com-
plete returns, five cities, including Toronto,
and nineteen towns had made none. So that
we may safely set down the number of those
children who do not attend school between
the prescribed ages, at roo,ooo. We have
thus placed before us the disagreeablc fact
that the parents of one-fifth of our school
population are allowed to violate the law
with impunity. Was the legislature in earn-
est in 1881 in passing the compulsory law, or
are we to regard it as another specimen of
that fancy legislation with which the mem-
bers of our Local House while away their
time, reserving their more serious moments
for the more important occupation of abusing
each other before the country, or talking
buncombe. If the law was passed with the
serious purpose of being carried out, why has
it been allowed to remain a dead letter ?
Cannot the Minister, with the aid of the In-
spectoi ý, make some effort to check an evil
which, if allowed to continue, will in future
vears leave its blight upon the education of
the country ?

The next statement that meets us is that
8,o86 children between the ages of seven and
thirteen attended no school whatever during
the year, but, upon again referring to the
tables, we find that only two out of the ten
cities, and those, too, with the smallest school
population, and only fourteen out of sixty.
five towns make returns of this class. The
above number, therefore, does not give at ail
an adequate idea of the proportion of our
school population that is allowed to grow up
without any training, except what the evil
associations of the streets and lanes afford.
We have repeatedly urged the necessity of
industrial training as the only means uf
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saving many of these children from a life of
crime. They would thus be made wealth
producers instead of wealth consumers. Iad
the money that has been spent on the Mercer
Reformatory, an institution that has failed
hitherto, and is sure to fail, in accomplishing
the work for which it was established-the
reformation of women who have fallen into
vice-been employed upon a provincial insti-
tution for the industrial training of both boys

and girls who did not or would not attend
school, one great means of supply to the
criminal class would have been cut off, 'and
our educational system would have had the
merit of being consistently carried out.

Percentage of Average Attendance :
In Cities........ ........ .- - 58
" Towns.................... 53
" Counties.... ............. 43
" the whole Province. ....... 45

(To be continued.)

EDITORIAL NOTES.

IN order to make room for Convention
matters, and the very remarkable treatise on
Reading, which we reprint under " School
Work," we are obliged to omit a large por-
tion of University Work, School News, and
The Editor's Table.

WE trust that this number of THE
MONTHLY, which we may call our Provincial
Association number, will be especially wel-
come to the profession. The papers which
we are enabled, by the courtesy of the
writers, to present in a full and revised form
are worthy of repeated perusal, and will take
rank in value with any papers read at similar
gatherings.

THE High School masters were unani-
mous in condemning the character of some
of the papers set at the recent Departmental
and University Examinations. They adopted
a strong resolution, expressing their views
upon the matter, and urging desirable
changes. We sympathize with the masters
in their indignation at the injury that is done
to candidates and schools by these imperfect
tests. Every year there has been more or
less occasion for complaint, but now that the
masters have taken the matter vigorously in
hand we may hope to see the grievance
remedied.

PRINCIPAL GRANT'S ADDRESS is a breezy
call to abandon formalism, and to leave the
teacher to the full play of his individuality.
He protests against the delusion that, in
educational matters, we are models to all the
world. He declares that it is a fallacy to
aim at absolute uniformity over the whole
country, and that it is a huge blunder to over-
stimulate the young mind. H e is quite certain
that the school curricula contain too manY
subjects, and that it is most absurd to place a
subject upon the programme simply because
it is useful. He is of opinion that literature
gives the highest kind of mental training,
and in this he agrees with Matthew Arnold
and Goldwin Smith. The whole lecture is
suggestive and, though possibly some falla-
cies may be detected in Dr. Grant's reason-
ing, yet it is after all a valuable contribution
to current thought upon educational topics.

' THE address of the President, the Ion-
G. W. Ross, Minister of Education, though
brief, contains much matter for reflection.
It is extremely valuable in showing the trend
of the Minister's thoughts, and in giving an
outline of his educational policy. He franklY
admits that our school system is not perfect ;
that it is a compromise, and as such, carinot
be perfect in that it does not provide reli-
gious teaching. He does not attempt anY
solution of the diffliculty, but frankly states
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hi% opinion that a national eystem of educa-
lion musit be non -dennminational. Granted

but must il necessanly be wholly secular?
This is the question that will have to be

faced in spite of cabinets. lie did well to
enphasire once more the maxim that, " Fdu-

cation ii not knowledge but power." Of late
there ha been a very marked tendency, as
seer in departnental examination papers. to
conider knowledge and information about
recondite things, the true education. The
\inimtes do-a well to sound the hait and to
face about. The most noticeable portion of
the Minister's address is that wherein he de-
tines his ideal of a good common school
education. It i essentially the complete
possession of a knowledge of the threc R's.
and of what some one calls the three l)s,
tirawing, dri;1 and adroitness. We (o not
hesitate to %tate that to bestow this know-
ledge upon the children is a worthy ambition
for the Minister of Education of any country.
Notwithstanding ail that has been donc in
Canada, there has only a beginning been
made. Our programmes are too ambitious,
and we have been going too fast. We must
go more slowly and surely. Another im-
portant point is the re-statement of the
truth that the teacher makes the school.
This, it will be observed, is wholly an-
tagonistic to the red-tape theory and the
galling bondage of oficialisrr.. If the Min-
ister's meaning is that the good teacher is
henceforth to be left to exercise bis indi-
viduality upon a reasonable programme
without being hampered by tests, then the
good teacher has reason to rejoice.

THE NEW HICH SCHOOL IN-
SPECTOR.

THEs appoiniment of Mr. Seath to the
vacant High School Inspectorship las given
much satisfaction to the teaching pro.
fession and, we believe, to the country.
The Minister of Education is to be com-
mended for the wisdom of his choice and for
the signal proof he has given in filling the
appointment of the honesty of his expressed
determination to know no party politics in

the administration of his Department. If the
recognition of Mr. Seats claim to the poi-
lion has heen nomewhat tardy, and if hitherto
ministrrial eyes have ton often been open
only to party merit, the Iligh School masters
will console themselves hy the fact that Mr.
Senth, by remaining longer in harness, brings
to the work of inspection so much the larger
experience andi deeper sympathy.

Tlo the readers of THiE MosnityX, il is
scarcely necessary to speak of Mr. Seath's
qualifications for his new lutien. To a sound
carly education, graced with the highest
honours his University could bestow, he ha%
added the rich results pf over twenty years
close study of literature, science, and other
subjects coming within the wide range of a
principal of a large and successful school.

The publication of his edition of a portion of
Paradise Losi gave literary students an oppor-
tunity to determine the richness and variety

of his acquirements, his acquaintance with the
best sources of information and the fine critical
taste and acumen with which he is endowed.
lis labours on other works intended for

schoolroom use, as well as upon THEa
MONTHLY, have enhanced his reputation

and placed hiim in 'he very first tank of
Canadian scholars and critics. Nor is it
necessary to dwell upon his work as a
teacher. The St. C,!harines Collegiate In-
stitute is a monument of which any'principal
may well be proud. In a word, Mr. Seath
is an exceptionally well-furnished scholar
and successful teacher. He is able to ex-
amine ad report upon ail the work of the
High School curriculum. While the bent of
his mind is towards " the humanities" he will
not, we feel confident, be disposed to ride
hobbies or flout knowledge unfamiliar to him.

The advent of a man of Mr. Seath's
attaiiments and experience in the present pos-
ture of educational affairs is most encourag-
ing. The pernicious dogma of Payment by
Results and the unspeakable " Intermediate,"
against which, with other friends, he laboured
in THE MONTHLY to subvert, are passing
away, the craze for mathematical subtieties
and quiobles is beginning to subside, the
revoit against formalisai is in full progress,
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the galhng tyianny of the examination PyS-
tem i% now fully understood, and Mr. Seath
cone' at a time when the schoois. instinct
with a new spirit, are ready for a change, and
(iieIrouis of being led on to the pursuit of
rfht methods, calm work. and useful know-
ledge. The new Inspector will be able.
froi. his long experience no less than from
his intellectual hent, to afford the Mmi-ister
much valuable assistance in warping back
thI distOrted i igh School system mio some-

thng like qymmetry. All connected with
T.ti MONTH1Is unite in congratulating Mr.
Seath upon his well-<eserved promotion, and
in expressing their trust that he will amply
justify the confidence of the Minister. But
our satisfaction with the appointment is
tempered by the knowledge that we thus
lose the services of Mr. Seath as editor of
our Modern Language Department-a -le-
partment which, in bis iands, has ýrought
mur. prestige to the Magazine and rendered
it most helpful to out readers. llowever,
the influence of five years cordial association
with him upon the work of THE MONTIILY

must remain. By looking back frequently, we
shall have ail the more courage and certainty
in going forward.

SUPERVISION OF TEACIIERS'
INSTITUTES.

THE appointment, elsewhere noticed in
oui columns, of Mr. Seath to the lligh
School Inspectorship, it will scarcely be
necessary to inform readers of THE MONTHLY

is occasioned by the transfer of Dr. McLellan
to the Directorship of County Teachers'
Institutes. The latter is a new office
created by the Education Department, with
the design of giving increased efficiency to
those educational parliaments - Teachers'
Associations-and of affording them oppor-
tunities for becoming better acquainted with

HoBnîiEs-Read the sayiugs of almost any
of oui advocates of this, that, or the other qew
educationai theory, and except for iheir want
of literary merit, the- would scarcely seem out
of place among the " Major's Big Talks" in
Si. Nicholas.-owa Normal MontWh.

educational methdiq, an 1 with the frerb
thought of labourers in the profession outside
the narrow ircles iof local organuiation. The
creation of the ofT.cc is a fittng seuence of
the Govcrnment's recogniton and smubvention
of these Associations, anl a further pTnof of
the l)cpartment's desire to increase the pro.
fessional attainaments of teachers. The busi.
ness of teaching, wc ail know, is too apt to
becomei a matter of lifeless routine ; and we
think the Department has done well in
charging Dr. Mclellan with the care of
thes' Institutes, and of !ooking to him for
the furtherancc of the objects they have in
view in their periodical gatherings. lis
thorough knowledge of the machinery of
education in Ontario, his familiarity with
th methods of educational work, and his
personal sympathy with the profession, make
him not only acceptable but likely to be of
the highest service to Associations in assist-
ing to organize and carry through the pro.
gramme. In the absence of information to
the contrary, we arc proceeding upon the
assumption that the autonomy of the Asso.
ciations is to iL..iain unimpa'red.

This is not the time nor the occasion to
form an estimate of Dr. McLellan's influenoe
upon the IIigh Schools of this Province.
While, however, we cheerfully acknowledge
bis manifold services to the cause of secondary
education generally, we must not fail to
notice that there have been in bis career as
Inspector errors in theory, errors in judg.
ment and grave indiscretions, to call theu
by no worse name, perhaps to none so appa-
rent now as to himuself. Amid so much that
might >e commended, we have no disposi-
tion to dwell upon failures and errors. Dr.
McLellan bas -ractically a new career be-
fore him, and the fault will be bis own if it if
not one which will bring still greater credit
to himself and permanent benefit to the pro-
fession, and thereby to the country.

WHEN a teacher runs to seed on precepts,
and concepts, and then, in a kind of second
growth, flowers out in the objective, and
subjective, and bears fruit in the abstrar,
you may know he is ripening for-"----soe.
thing.-Educationiist.
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